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In this volume I have collected the words used by S.

American Indians for certain cultural elements that were

introduced into America at the time of, or shortly after,

the Discovery, and for which the appellations are known

to us from a considerable number of Indian languages. To

render the work more lucid I have mapped out these words

in such a way that they appear on the maps at the places

where they were recorded.1) The maps give the words used

by various Indian tribes for the dorriestic fowl, the horse,

the cow, the banana, fire-arms, and scissors, which cultural

elements were quite strange to the Indians at the time

of the Discovery; as well as for the partly new cultural ele-

ments, the knife, the needle, and the fish-hook.

For the new, or partly new, cultural elements introduced

by the whites the Indians have either borrowed words from

Spanish or Portuguese, or coined words themselves. For

the domestic fowl the Indians often have onomatopoeic

words, and occasionally for the cow and for fire-arms. As

far as I can see it is rare for the new animals, plants, or

objects to have received names that are descriptive. Â»Such

names really only occur among the Indians of the lowest

culture, e. g. the Botocuds. In naming a newly acquired

Ð§ It has been possible as a rule to include on the maps all the words

desired Kxcludcd have only been the words used by a few minor

tribes iu N. W. Brazil and Ii. Brazil, where they have been crowded out.

These words will be iound in the tables belonging to the different maps.

Ð› -â€” before or after the name of a tribe in the tables indicates that the

word is not given on the map. Where the -)- is placed before the name of

a tribe it indicates that the tribal name itself is not marked on the map.

VIII
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object, plant or animal, the Indians have generally compared

it with something with which they were familiar, and

which they thought it resembled. With an intimate know-

ledge of the various Indian languages, and of the Indian's

customary line of thought, one should therefore be able to

interpret the majority of their names for the new cultural

elements introduced by the whites. In these pages I have

brought together the interpretations of the modern words

dealt with here, as given in books, and have added some

observations of my own.

The words for these new cultural elements which the

Indians have borrowed from Spanish or Portuguese, as

well as their own coinings, have of course often been passed

on from tribe to tribe. On receiving a new cultural element

from their neighbours, a tribe would also take over their

name for it in many cases. In tracing the distribution of

certain post-Columbian Indian words, therefore, we shall

be able, as will be shown, to trace the trade routes of the

Indians at the time of, or shortly after, the Discovery, as

well as the routes taken by the great post-Columbian tribal

migrations.

I have attempted to collocate the results obtained by

these investigations into the geographical distribution of

certain words with the statements to be found in the ear-

lier literature on S. America which touch on the trade routes

and migrations of the Indians. The following are there-

fore historico-geographical studies.

The material afforded by dictionaries, word-lists, etc,

of the speech of S. American Indians, is very considerable.

The vocabularies, and so forth, compiled by the Catholic

missionaries in the I6th and ijth centuries, are especially

extensive and admirable. I have not had access to even-

Ð³Ð°Ð³Ðµ word-list in existence, but I have consulted a sufficient

number to facilitate my work, not to say render it possible,

while the results obtained by a number of modern writers,

particularly my friends Dr Rivet and Professor Koch-GrÃ¼n-
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berg, have been invaluable. To them, as also to Professor

K. v. d. Steinen, Dr W. Kissenberth, Dr Walter Roth, and

Mr O. Thulin, I am endebted for supplying me with a num-

ber of valuable unpublished notes. I have also to thank

Professor v. d. Steinen, Dr Rivet, and Professor W. Jâ€žeh-

iiiann for the loan of rare word-lists from their enviable

collections of books and Professors Robert Fries and Carl

Skottsberg for botanical comments.

Few of the Indian languages have been phonetically

transcribed. Most of the lexicographers have based their

forms of the foreign words on the phonology of their own

language. It is only the most modern authors, notably

Koch-GrÃ¼nberg, who have employed a really phonetic

transcription in dealing with Indian languages. In the

bibliography I have stated, as far as I have deemed it ne-

cessary, what species of transcription has been used by the

different authors. There, too, will be found a key to the

contractions used for authors' names. Thus, under 'M'

it will be seen that this refers to Martins, and so forth.

In the tables a contraction is frequently employed to in-

dicate which linguistic stock the tribe belongs to.i)

i< With regard to the explanations dealing with this point, it should

In noted that

Ð›. mean Arawakan

Ar. >â€¢ Araucaniat1.

Bar. Â« liarbaooan

C. Â» Cariban.

Cali. Â» Cahuapanan.

Cara. Â» Carajan.

Cari. â€¢ Caiirian.

Chap. â€¢ Chapacuran.

Chi. . Chibchan.

Chiq. Â« Cl!ii|uitan.

Cho. Â» Chocoan.

Coc. â€¢ Cocomu-an.

C.-C. Â» Cuna-Cuevan.

(i, Â» Guaranian

Goy. Â» Goytaran.

X
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Save for a few exceptions I have invariably reproduced

the words as they were written by the respective authors,

and have left it to a more competent authority than my-

self to transcribe them in some international phonetic script.

r.u. mean (iuaycuruun.

(iiia. * (luahiban.

I. Ñ‡ Isolated linguistic stock.

M. Â» Matacan.

Mas Â» Mascoyan.

Ðœoc. ' Mocoan.

Mos. Â« Mosetenan.

P. Â» I'anoan.

l'an. Â» I'aniquitan.

l'ui. Â« Puinavan.

Sal. Â» Suliban.

Ta Â» Tapuyan Â¡(les).

Tim. Â» Timotean.

Tu. Â» Tucanoan.

T'i. â€¢> I'itotan

/. Â» /amm'onu.
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The Introduction of Domestic Fowls into

America.

Historical investigation.

There is no mention of domestic fowls among the In-

dians in the writings of or on COLUMBUS, NINO, GUERRA,

PINZON, HOJEDA, or VESPUCCI. Doctor CHANCA relates,

from COLUMBUS's second expedition1) that the Indians had

no domestic poultry except in Zuruqnia,2) where they had

a species of ducks. Most of these ducks were white as snow,

some were black.

It is clear that fowls were taken over to America very

early. At least on his second voyage COLUMBUS had fowls

with him3). In a list, published by NAVARRETE/) of the

outfit for the expedition sent in 1495 to EspaÃ±ola, we

read that 200 cocks and hens were taken. There were

quantities of fowls in the Spanish colony on Isla de Espa-

Ã±ola as early as 1499.5)

When CABRAL came to the coast of Brazil in 1500,

the Portuguese showed an Indian a hen, and the Indian

') NAVARRETÃ‹, Vol. I, p. 359: Â»de las aves domÃ©sticas nunca se ha

visto acÃ¡ ninguna, salvo en Zuruquia habia en las casas unas Ã¡nades, las

mas delias blancas como la nieve Ã© algunas delias negras, muy lindas, con

crestas rasas, mayores de las de allÃ¡, menores que Ã¡nsares. Â» Evidently

Anas moschata L.

*) Guadeloupe.

*) CUNEO Ñ€. ÑŽ'.

â€¢) Vol. II, p. 185.

') Â»i que ha via infinitisimos Puercos y Gallinas, que havian multi-

plicado.Â» HERRERA, Decada I, Libro III, p. 91.

was evidently afraid of this to him strange bird, and at
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first would not touch it.1) It was possibly then, or soon

afterwards, that the Indians on the Brazilian coast got

fowls from the whites. CABRAL left two convicts behind

in Brazil, and it is certainly not improbable that they were

allowed to take live fowls on land with them. In the years

immediately following this, several other expeditions vis-

ited the Brazilian coast, and the Indians had consider-

able intercourse with the strangers, and opportunities of

bartering with them. Other convicts were left behind with

the Indians. Thus as early as in the first decade of the

i6th century the Indians on the Brazilian coast had cer-

tainly opportunities of learning various things from the

whites, and among them the rearing of fowls. As long as

the whites kept to their ships it was of course not diffi-

cult for them to take all sorts of things with them, in-

cluding live animals for victuals. The case was different

when they tried to penetrate into the interior. Then they

had to cut down their equipment.

It was of great importance that the intercourse be-

tween whites and Indians on the Brazilian coast during the

first period of discovery was to a large extent peaceable.

The whites bartered with the Indians, and did not kill

them. It is therefore not surprising that when MAGELLAN

reached the Brazilian coast he found quantities of fowls

kept by the Indians MAGELLAN'S comrades obtained

fowls from the Indians in exchange for a few trifles.2)

Wherever Europeans chose to settle and found colo-

nies, they evidently brought fowls with them, and the In-

M VAAS DE CAMINHA, p. 180 b. Â»MostraraÃ´-lhes huÃ¹a galinha, cazi

avia medo della, e nom Ihe queriam poer a maaC, e despois a tomarau

como espantados. Â»

2) Thus PiGAFETTA (p. 16) states: Â»Ivi preudemmo copioso rmfri-seo

di gallinc, di batate, â€”

Utilissimo traffico uoi facemmo con gli abitatori di quel paese. Per

Ñ†Ð¿ amo da pescare, o per un coltello, ci davano cinque o sei gallinc: per

un pettine un paio d'oche;'Â»

dians would no doubt begin to keep fowls themselves. Thus
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when CABOT reached Pernambuco in 1526 the Portuguese

there had a colony where thirteen Christians lived; they

received CABOT well and gave him provisions.1) Among

other things there were fowls in Pernambuco.

CABOT sailed on and came to Isla Catalina, where he

stayed some time to repair his ship. There he met some

Europeans from SOLIS'S Expedition, thanks to whom he

got on ven- well with the Indians. The Spaniards did large

barterings with them, especially in order to obtain food.

The accounts for these transactions have been preserved,

and have been published by J. T. MEDINA.2) They were

kept by ENRIQUE MONTES, one of those who accompanied

SOLIS on his expedition and who afterwards lived among

the Indians. The latter evidently had .plenty of fowls, for

we read that 398 fowls were obtained from them in ex-

change for 70 axes (cunas), 40 knives, and 30 medium-

sized fish-hooks.3) This was evidently a radical depletion

of the Indians' stock of fowls, for somewhat later fowls

had to be fetched from a considerable distance. Thus,

one Ã–URANGO was sent no less than 35 leagues (leguas) to

fetch fowls for the sick. Another time the same man had

to go 40 leguas, i. e. about 200 kilometres, to the country

of Dararoga to get fowls, which were obtained thanks to

the commercial intercourse the Spaniards had with the

Indians on the coast. The Indians far inland must there-

fore have been keeping fowls at that period.

It was not only in Brazil that the Indians were ena-

bled quite early to start keeping fowls, but also on the coasts

of Guiana and the north of S. America. The expeditions

that explored these coasts must often have taken live fowls

<) RAMÃ•REZ, p. 443.

J) MEDINA p. 437 seqq. These accounts are most interesting.

3) In MONTES' accounts is also included the expense of setting up a

fowl-house. This, together with a slaughter-house, Â»la carniceriaÂ», was

paid for with 20 fish-hooks.

with them, though I have not succeeded in finding any
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mention of it in books. This is not surprising: there were

more interesting things to write about. But we may draw

the general conclusion that the keeping of fowls by Indians

along the coast followed on the exploration of the north

and east coasts by expeditions. Domestic fowls were evi-

dently taken inland by Indian traders to far-off places

long before these were explored by the whites. If we turn

to the descriptions of the voyages of the first discoverers

to the interior of S. America, we shall find fowls were

kept by Indians in tracts where no white men had been

before. These, the first whites who wandered into the S.

American continent, cannot have spread the practice of

poultry-farming, for as soon as the Europeans had left.

their ships and struggled along on foot or on horseback or

in canoes, they were always faced with hunger and hard-

ships. If they took fowls with them, they must soon have

been compelled to eat them. The small supplies they car-

ried were soon exhausted, and they had to get food from

the Indians. When they failed to meet any Indians they

suffered pitifully from hunger.

It therefore goes without saying that the descriptions

given by these first discoverers contain a great many de-

tails about the food they were so eager to get.1) Thus we

find a good deal of information about the plants, etc., cul-

tivated by the Indians. Some of the authors, as we have

seen, tell us that the Indians had fowls. When FEDER-

MANN, on his first expedition at the beginning of I.53I2)

') On an expedition in the wilds the conversation is naturally cen-

tered to a j;reat extent on the subject of food.

2) FKDERMANN describes this journey himself. The original edition of

his book is very rare, and I have only had access to TERNAUX'S translation.

There we read: Â»Tandis que j'Ã©tais occupÃ© Ã

converser avec lui sur les

diverses choses du pays et particuliÃ¨rement sur la mer que l'on nous avait

annoncÃ© que nous pourrions voir d'Itabana, nous entendÃ®mes chanter un

coq et quelques poules, ce qui ne nous Ã©tait pas arrivÃ© depuis que nous

avions quittÃ© Coro; car les Indiens n'eu ont pas.Â» P. 156.

5
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was in the interior of Venezuela, presumably very close to

the Rio Orinoco, he was greatly surprised one day, as he

sat talking \vith a high chieftain of the Caquetios, to hear

a cock crow and hens cackling. He says he had never

heard such a thing since he left Coro, because the Indians

had no fowls. From FEDERMANN we thus get to know

that in the extensive territory of N. Venezuela, through

which he wandered for several months, the Indians had

110 fowls in 1531. The chieftain told FEDERMANN that the

Indians had got these particular fowls from Hamadoa, and

had bought them from his countrymen. These are evi-

dently the same dressed, bearded men that FEDERMANN

had heard the Indians speak of before.1) These strangers

traded with the Indians, and had come by water in Â«a big

house. Â» FEDERMANN thought the Indians meant the open

sea to the south, and that the sea must be quite close. He

even thought the Europeans of whom the Indians spoke

were CABOT and his men. This was of course a very fan-

tastic idea, considering the enormous distance that lies

between N. Venezuela and Rio Parana. TERNAUX'S con-

jecture that it was ORDAZ and his men of whom FEDER-

MANN heard speak, is wrong, for when FEDERMANN heard

of these Europeans ORDAZ had not yet left Spain. His

voyage up the R. Orinoco did not start until June 23rd,

i532-2) TERNAUX thinks that the sea of which the Indians

spoke was some lake or other formed by the R. Orinoco.

This is improbable, for in 1531 there had not yet been

any Â«big houseÂ» with Europeans in it in those parts, and

the Indian clearly mentions this. It seems to me much

more probable that the sea to which the Indians referred

in speaking to Federmann was the R. Amazon or the sea

at its mouth, and that the Indians had come in contact

there with bearded Europeans who had come in a ship -

Â« a big houseÂ» â€”, had traded with them, and had got from

') P. >Â«.

*) Ovinno, Vol. II, p. 2\d.

6
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them, inter alia, fowls, which had then been spread to

condiderable distances by barter among the Indians them-

selves. FEDERMANN really only misunderstood the Indian

with regard to the distance to the large expanse of water

or southern sea to which other Europeans had come. FE-

DERMANN must have had curious conceptions of the geo-

graphy of S. America if he thought the Rio Orinoco was

near the Rio Parana. But I would again call attention to

his assertion that in large parts of N. Venezuela the In-

dians had not yet any fowls in 1531. It was not until

his journey had taken him a good distance to the south

that he found Indians keeping fowls.

When ORELLANA and his men passed down the Ama-

zon in 1541â€”421), they suffered terrible hardships through

lack of food. CARVAJAL, who took part in and described

the journey, tells us something about the eatables they

found with the Indians. When they came to a village near

the mouth of the Rio Negro in the Amazon, they also found

fowls2)â€”Â«gallinas de castilla.Â»3) It is to be noted that, as

stated, it was near the mouth of the Rio Negro that OREL-

LANA found fowls, i. e. on the route that FEDERMANN'S

fowls on the Orinoco had presumably gone from the Ama-

zon.

I presume that barter among the Indians took the

fowls to very considerable distances in these parts at this

early stage. That Indian barter hereabouts was very ex-

tensive is known to us from the histories of the early dis-

coveries, even if we do not now know all the old trading

routes. The great traders here on the Amazon and the Rio

Orinoco were Aruacos (Arawaks).

') CARVAJAL.

5) Â»Sabado mandÃ³ tomar puerto cu un pueblo donde los indios

se pusieron en defensa; pero Ã¡ pesar de ello los echamos de sus casas y aquj

nos proveimos de comida y aun se fallaron algunas gallinas. Â»

CARVAJAL, p. 47.

a) OVIEDO, Vol. IV, p. 557.

OviEDO1) gives a detailed description of the great im-
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portance of the Arawaks as traders. Their headquarters

\\ere near the mouth of the Amazon, and they traded up

the river with many friendly tribes. Their trading expe-

ditions took them over 300 leguas - - 1500 kilometres â€”

along the coast. They would come in fleets of 50 to 60

canoes and piraguas with a crew of 500 to 800 warriors,

well provided with provisions. When in 1532 DIEGO DE

ORDAZ went up the Orinoco, Arawaks who lived 100 le-

guas away came to meet him. The Arawaks knew tribes

living far up the river who had plenty of gold. They them-

selves set more value on jade than on gold.

In the following pages we shall also see that the words

for fowls in a number of Indian languages in the interior

of S. America seem to point to the Arawaks having been

the medium of spreading this cultural element to extensive

tracts.

Before we proceed to deal with the words for fowls in

various Indian languages, we will say a few more words

about where the early discoverers in the more southerly

parts of S. America found fowls.

When ANTON CORREA and HECTOR DE ACUÃ‘A, as emis-

saries sent by NUNEZ CABEZA DE VACA, reached Xarayes

on the Upper R. Paraguay in 1543, they found fowls among

the Indians.-) The following year HERNANDO DE RIBERA

pressed still further north up to Â«quince grados menos dos

terciosÂ», and also found fowls among the Xarayes.3) As

we know, RIBERA there heard a detailed description of the

Inca Empire. He was told that the Indians there had lla-

mas and tame ducks. The same year FRANCISCO DE RI-

BERA found fowls among the Tarapecocies in Chiquitos.4)

SCHMIDEL mentions fowls from, several tribes on the Rio

Ð§ Ub. xxiv, Ch. XVII.

'-) NÃrÃ¼iiz CABEZA DE VACA, Vol. i, p. 303.

') RIBERA p. 371.

4) NUNEZ CABEZA DE VACA, Vol. I, p. 329. Â»Gallinascumo las nuestrasÂ».

<s
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Paraguay, and in El Gran Chaco from the Garios,') Maieai-

css,2) Payhonos,3) Borkenes,4) and Karckhokhies.5)

The Indians on the Rio Paraguay and in El Gran

Chaco may very well have got their fowls from S. Brazil

in the first place, for there, as we have said, CABOT found

plenty of fowls among the Indians.

Eye-witnesses of the conquest of the Inca Empire say

nothing about the Incas having fowls when PIZARRO ap-

peared. Only one, a considerably later author, ACOSTA

(1590), says that the Indians had fowls before the Span-

iards arrived on the scene. But his chief reason for the

assertion is the pure Indian name for a fowl.

Mention is made by several writers of fowls in the ter-

ritories adjoining the Inca Empire soon after the Conquest.

Thus, for instance, in Moco-moco, near Huanuco, PEREZ

DE GUEVARA found Â«gallinas de CastillaÂ» among the In-

dians in 1544.

That they were not unaware in the Inca Empire, short-

ly after the Conquest, of the introduction of fowls by the

whites on the La Plata, can be seen from the fact that when

L)rEGO DE ROJAS prepared the expedition in Charcas with

which he intended to make his way for the first time to

the Rio de la Plata from west to east, the Indians there

told him that there were Spaniards and large poultry-yard s

in that direction.6) DIEGO DE ROJAS set out on his ex-

pedition, and in 1542 in N. Argentina found that the In-

dians had plenty of fowls.7) In all probability the Indians

in Charcas did not get their knowledge of the poultry-yards

on the La Plata from the whites who had come from the

Ð§ PP- 37. 43. Ñ‡Â»

!) P. 86 = Mbaya.

') P. 88.

<) P. 89.

') P. 9*

6) HERRERA, Der. VII, Libro IV, p. 66.

') Ibid p Ð¡,-.

west, but through the trading connections that undoubt-
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edly existed between the Indians of the Andes and those

on the Parana.1) These connections are already spoken

of in detail by CABOT'S companion RAMÃ•REZ in his well-

known letter of July Ioth, 1528, to his father.

RAMÃ•REZ states explicitly that the Indians from the

Rio Parana went to the mountains in the west, where they

fetched metal. The vast extent of the Andes was known

in CABOT'S time to the Indians on the Rio Parana. They

even knew that there was another ocean behind the moun-

tains.

The fame of the Inca Empire had led to ALEJA GAR-

CiA'S plundering expedition from the Brazilian coast through

Chaco to Charcas as early as 1521, and shortly afterwards

to the migration of the Chiriguano Indians to their present

territory. It is very probable that the Chiriguano Indians

then took fowls with them. PIGAFETTA had already found

an abundance of fowls on the Brazilian coast in 1519, and

a few years later CABOT, as we have mentioned, found

quantities of them at even a considerable distance from

the coast. That the Chiriguano got their fowls in the first

place from S. Brazil or Paraguay, is confirmed, as we shall

see, by their having the same words for cocks and hens

as the Guarani Indians there.

As a brisk trade was undoubtedly carried on between

the Indians of the Andes and the Guarani Indians on the

Rio Parana and in S. Brazil, it is not improbable that a

European cultural element may have reached these parts

from the east long before the conquest of the Inca Em-

pire by PIZARRO, and even before GARCIA's plundering ex

pedition. We must therefore reckon with the possibility

of the Indians in the Inca Empire having first got to know

about European fowls from the east. Gold, silver, and

') In the interior of Argentina the first Spaniards coming from the

west found Â»muchas cosas de castillaÂ», which the Indians had evidently

f-ot from Rio de la Plata. GoBERXACiox DEI. TÐ¸Ñ•Ð¸Ð¼Ð»Ñ… Ñ€. 6 â€”7.
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copper reached the Guarani Indians by barter from the

Inca Empire, and these Indians, as we have seen, had

quantities of fowls a good many years before the conquest

of the Inca Empire. It is not more remarkable that fowls

should first have reached the Inca Empire through Indian

traders from the east than that fowls should have spread

in advance of the whites in large parts of the watershed

of the Amazon. In the following pages we shall find that

by this assumption we get a natural explanation of why

the last Inca was called by the same name, Atahuallpa,

as the Quichua and Ay mara called the European domes-

tic fowl, and why this name for the fowl got a wide geo-

graphical distribution.

This wide distribution of fowls in S, America evidently

took but a short time to be effected. As we shall see, the

distribution of certain names for fowls points in the satne

direction.

In modern times it is only, save for the most southerly

part of S. America and on the upper Rio XingÃº that fowls

are not kept. There, as we know, KARL v. D. STEINEN found

neither fowls nor bananas.

One is tempted to ask the question why the Indians

were so anxious to obtain fowls, seeing that it quite contrary

to their usual custom to keep domestic animals that are kill-

ed for food. It is true that among most of the tribes we find

number of wild animals of the woods which have been

caught when young and tamed; we can in fact see veritable-

menageries; but these animals are kept exclusively for their

companionship, and are not slaughtered except possibly in

case of famine. Nor do the Indians as a rule eat eggs. LERY1)

says that the TupinambÃ¡ even look upon eggs as poisonous.

All the Indians utilized were the feathers and down of the

white birds, which they coloured and used as ornaments.2)

Other writers, from widely different times and localities,

') Vol. I, p. 170.

2) LERY. Vol. I, p. 127.

II
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also relate that the Indians had white fowls. Thus, ORTI-

GUERA says that the Indians on the upper Amazon 1) had

-.vhite hens and cocks. This was in 1560. In modern times

CREVAUX2) relates that the Roucouyenne Indians in Guiana

had exclusively white fowls. IM THURNS) says Â«the chief

reason for which Indians keep domestic poultry is to supply

themselves with the white hackle-feathersÂ» which they use

to adorn their heads. PAYER,4) too, mentions that the

Yauapery have white fowls only. At least one Indian tribe,

the ApiacÃ¡, on the upper Rio Tapajos have a name for fowls

that shows they first were acquainted with white ones.They

call them Â« nambÃºtinga i1, which means the white Â« nambu Â»,

their name for a tinamou. I have myself seen plenty of

fowls among the Indians, but have never observed that they

preferred to rear white ones. The primitive Indians whom

I visited kept fowls for the most part for their companion-

ship, and eat neither them nor their eggs.5) One little tribe

I visited, the Tambopata-Guarayo, had only a cock. For

this they had built a special little hut, and the cock was evi-

dently the object of great veneration. This tribe is not

quite stationary, and the cock is taken with them on their

wanderings. In the native forests it is very difficult to

protect the fowls from vampires, and at night, unless there

are very compactly built fowl-houses, as among the YuracÃ¡-

re, it is customary to take the fowls into the huts. The

vampires attack the fowls at night and bite them so badly

that in the morning the poor things are exhausted by loss

of blood. Of the tribes I visited, only the Quichua, who live

in the Andes, reared fowls to any extent. These, and other

more civilised Indians, eat the flesh of fowls, and presum-

') I'- 32.Ã•

2) (*)

>) Ð“. 3o5-

4) P. 222. Â»Weissc HÃ¼hner zÃ¼chten sic durchweg. Â»

*) According to KRAUSE (p. 245) the CurujÃ¡ eat neither the flesh of

lite fowl nor the egg. The Â¡iavajÃª do not eat fowls. KRAUSE, p. 359.

467147
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ably also their eggs. Among the tribes living in the wilds

of S. America that I got to know, poultry-fanning is in no

instance of any great importance.

According to MARTius1) domestic fowls are very useful

to the Indians because they can be used for sitting on the

eggs of other birds. Thus, when the Indians come across

eggs of the beautiful hocco, they have them hatched by an

ordinary hen. The Indians are very fond of the hocco.

which can be seen domesticated in their huts. I have often

witnessed this myself.

I take it to be highly probable that the rapid spread of

poultryfarming in the interior of S. America was due to the

fact that the Indians are fond of having a little menagerie of all

sorts of tame animals in their huts, and that the newcomer

was not only easy to feed but multiplied very rapidly. More-

over, its transport was a simple matter. In certain areas,

moreover, the feathers of the white fowls were eagerly covet-

ed. There are not so very many white birds in S. American

forests, and those that exist are extremely shy and there-

fore difficult to shoot with the bow.

The crowing of the cock in the morning must have ap-

pealed to the Indians. Of the Capinas, a tribe on the upper

Amazon, HERiARTE2) tells us that they look upon the cocks

as medicine-men, because they announce the break of day.

Another cause that contributed to the rapid spread of

fowls was undoubtedly their novelty. They were also a

peculiar message emanating from the strange, bearded men

who were penetrating into the land of the Indians from va-

rious different points.

') Vol. I, p. 676.

2) P- 59- Â»CriÃ¢o estes Indios muitas galinhas e patos, capivaras, so

por scu regalo, que os nao comen, por que pola manha Ihe cantem os gal-

los, os teem por feiticeiros. porque di/em que advinhÃ¢o o (lia. Â»

CHAPTER II.
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Notes to Map of Words used by various Indian

tribes to designate the Domestic Fowl.

(See Map i).

From the foregoing pages we have seen that very soon

after the Discovery fowls were taken to America, where they

spread with great rapidity among the Indians. The routes

by which they spread appear from the distribution of cer-

tain Indian names for fowls. It was evidently by trade

among the Indian tribes, or by their migrations, that fowls

spread so rapidly over vast stretches of the country from

one tribe to another. Nowhere did the birds run wild, and,

as far as I know, the domestic fowl has not been found wild

in any part of S. America.

When we look into the names for fowls used by differ-

ent tribes, we have in the first place such as can be assumed

to be onomatopÅ“ic. These, however, are very fanciful.

The crowing of the cock, and even the cackling of the hen,

have evidently been interpreted quite differently by differ-

ent peoples. No Indians call the cock kukeliku, as we

Swedes do, or quiqueriqui, as the Spaniards do. Such Indian

names as takarakÃ¡, karaka, corotoco, ocororo, kÃ¶lÃ¶kÃ¶, hehche,

and possibly tata-Ã¡ and ho-oÃº, are onomatopoeic.

When one of these onomatopoeic words for the fowl has

a distribution that forms an unbroken area, we may pre-

sume that it arose at one place and was subsequently

spread along with the fowls from tribe to tribe.

As we have said, the Indians have no name for the fowl

that could derive from quiqueriqui. At certain places, on

the other hand, they have names for cocks and hens that are
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clearly modifications of the Spanish words gallina and gallo,

or the corresponding Portuguese words gallinha and gallo.

A not unusual type of name for fowls is one that compares

these new birds with some wild native bird, adding to the

latter some attribute, such as 'big', 'little', 'white', or the like.

These names are not always easy to trace, and there are pro-

bably more of them than we know of. They may, of course,

have been passed on from tribe to tribe and changed till

they became unrecognizable.

Such a name may originally have been onomatopoeic,

seeking to imitate, not the cry of the domestic fowl, but that

of the bird from which the name was borrowed.

If we look closely into the names for fowls that cannot

be referred to one of the above three categories, we shall find

that they often mean nothing but male or female. Thus,

MARTIUS cites the name scheckii for a fowl, from an Ara-

wak tribe, the Canamirim, in upper Amazonas, a word which

simply means male in the speech of that tribe. We must

remember that in most Indian languages the difference be-

tween the male and female birds is only indicated by adding

the words for 'male' and 'female'.

We have first the group of names that can be called the

takara-karaka group, most clearly exemplified in takara,

takareo, takura, takuira, karaka. kuraka, and gharaka. These

names, which are underlined in the map, will be found on

the lower Rio Tapajos, the Rio Madera and surrounding

districts, the Rio YuruÃ¡, the Rio YapurÃ¡, the Rio Negro

and the upper part of the Rio Orinoco, and also in Paraguay.

They are not to be found on the Rio Tocantin, nor through-

out E, Brazil, not in Columbia, nor in the Andes in Peru

and Bolivia. The majority of the tribes with these names for

fowls are Arawak, but not all. There are Guarani, Tukano

Chapacura, Pano, and others.

It would be very interesting to determine to what an

extent all these karaka-takara names, though onomatopoeic,
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have the same origin. They seem to imitate the cackling

of fowls, but, in the southern part of their prevalence at

least, they may derive in another way. According to MAR-

Tius, the Tupi call the Gallo del Mato1) tacuara, taguara,

or tacoara. It is possibly from this bird that the cock

obtained its name among the Guarani Indians in Paraguay,

and among a number of Chiriguano â€” takarÃ©o or tacuraÃ³.

The Mojo call a wild fowl takura, but have quite a different

word, huarayu, for the domestic fowl.

From Table I and Map i we can see which tribes call

the fowl takara, takura, kuraru, or the like. With the excep-

tion of a few tribes near the mouth of the Amazon, all of

them live south of this river. Several of these tribes live in

parts where, as we showed in the historical imtroduction,

fowls were already known in the middle of the i6th century,

and there must have been a name for them. Among no oth-

er tribes than the Chiriguano and the Guarani in Paraguay

is it the cock alone that has a name like this.

The very widespread distribution of names like tÃ¡kara

and karaka, and minor changes in them in the watershed of

the Amazon and the upper Rio Orinoco, may possibly be due

to the extensive trade routes of the Arawak, as described by

OVIEDO. The takara and karaka names very likely indicate

broadly the extent of the territory that was under the direct

or indirect influence of these traders. Possibly they show

us that at the beginning or in the middle of the i6th century

a number of Arawak tribes in the watershed of the Amazon

were in communication with each other.

The designation of no other post-Columbian cultural

element has a distribution like that of the karaka or takara

names for fowls. The reason may be that fowls spread earlier

than the former, and, as far as the banana is concerned,

this is borne out by the historical investigation (see p. 70).

During the decades that passed between the spread of fowls

"I PrioritÃ©s rnficaf>i!Ius, Ii.i.JC. (NATTERER).
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and that of the banana through the interior of S. America,

considerable shiftings of the distribution of the Indian

tribes must have taken place: we have, inter alia, the great

Guarani migrations during this epoch (see p. 144). Through

the occupation by Guarani Indians of the lower part of the

R. Amazon, the trading connections of other tribes, especially

the Arawak, were severed or circumscribed.

I mentioned in Chapter I that when FEDERMANN was

near the Rio Orinoco he found fowls among the Indians.

They had presumably got them from the south. It is there-

fore of interest to note that on the upper Rio Orinoco we

find names for fowls which seem to belong to the karaka

group (see Map I).

On the lower R. Orinoco, on the other hand, the Indi-

ans have names for fowls which can evidently derive from

the Spanish 'gallina', showing that the Indians on the

tipper Orinoco did not get their fowls from the same

quarter.

It might be argued that it is not unreasonable to sup-

pose the takara and karaka names to have been spread by

migrating Arawak tribes at the beginning of the i6th cen-

tury from territories round the mouth of the Amazon to up-

per Amazonas and along the many tributaries where they

settled. Against this there is the argument that we have

no historical proofs of such migrations to correspond to those

we have of the extensive migrations of the Guarani Indians

in the middle of the i6th century, whereas we do possess state-

ments about the extensive trade routes of the Arawak.

Even if there is an independent distribution area for

takara names in the south, of which I am not, however, con-

vinced, it is highly probable that the Mundurucu and the

tribes on the R. YuruÃ¡ and adjacent parts got their takara

names for fowls from the same quarter as the Indians north

of the R. Amazon got the karaka names. The original form,

which has been changed in various ways, appears to me to

have been takarakÃ¡, a form we find among the Marawan in
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French Guiana not far from the mouth of the Amazon.

Not a single tribe within the area where takara and ka-

raka names occur call fowls 'gallina' or any name that can

be regarded as derived from it. We shall shortly see, how-

ever, that many of these tribes use words for the banana which

evidently derive from the Spanish 'plÃ¡tano' or the Portu-

guese 'banana'. The reason is that fowls and names for them,

as I have pointed out, were spread at an earlier period,

whereas the banana and the name for it were spread at

a later one.

It is very curious that in Quichuan and Aymaran a fowl

should be called, or more rightly should have been called,

Atahuallpa, like the last of the Incas. This coincidence gave

rise to many attempts at explaining it, even among writers

of the i6th century.

VALERA says that the Indians in Quito told him that

when the cocks the Spaniards brought with them crowed,

they repeated Atahuallpa's name in order to preserve his

memory.1)

GARCILASSO de la Vega2), however, says that the Indians

in Cuzco called cocks Atahuallpa in order to defame that

tyrant and usurper. To understand these two different

versions we must remember that Atahuallpa descended on the

mother's side from the Quito Indians and was popular in

'Juito, whereas in Cuzco he was regarded as a usurper.

SALCAMAYHUA3) realates that when Ataoguallpa was

kept prisoner by PIZARRO, he one day heard a cock crow,

and then Atahuallpa said, Â«Even the birds know my name

ataoguallpa, after which the Indians called the cock atao-

â€¢Â¿uallpa Â».

According to MONTESINOS4) Atahuallpa's real name

') GARCILASSO DE Ð¬Ð• VEGA Vol. II, p. 484.

') Â» Vol. II. p. ,|Hj.

3! V. 325.

') !' 123
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was Huallpa Titu Inga Yupanqui. He says that Â« they call-

ed him Ataguallpa after the nurse who gave him milk and

who was from a village called A tau, near Cuzco, which in the

Cuzco dialect means righteousness or strength. MONTESINOS

renders huallpa by 'kind' or 'gentle', a rendering not to be

found in any of the Quichua Dictionaries to which I have

had access.1)

With regard to this explanation, viz. that ATAHUALLPA

should have been called after the place from which his

nursemaid came, I am sceptical. The train of thought is

quite foreign to the Indians.

All these explanations are evidently legendary tales that

seek to explain a similarity in two names without knowing

the real reason for them. MARKHAM doubts these explanations.

He assumes that huallpa was the name of some native wild

bird, presumably one of the Alectorides, and that the name

was in use in that sense long before the conquest of the Inca

Empire by the Spaniards. He thinks ata must be some

prefix used in Quito, or corruption of hatun, meaning 'big'.

If I understand MARKHAM aright, he must thus have meant

that ATAHUALLPA was called after this bird with the prefix

Ata attached to it. But he does not explain why fowls

should also have got this name.

I believe it to be correct that huallpa was the Quichua n

name for some wild bird, though I have found no confirma-

tion of this in the old literature.2) On the other hand, MID-

DENDORF mentions a liana with yellow flowers that resembles

a hen, and which the Quichua call 'huallpa huallpa'.

It seems to me highly probable that fowls were named

') According to CORDERO, huallpa in Kcuador means Â«cowardlyÂ»,

which is probably modern and has reference to the nature of the domestic

fowl. The same holds good of huallpayana, (â€” to lose courage.) (R. 27)

a) According to NAVARRO zacha-huallpa means a pheasant, and yacu-

huallpa a water-fowl (R. 27). A vulture (gallinazo) is ishma-huallpa. His

notes were taken from the Cholones on the Ucayali, and it looks as if these

were modern compoundings.
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after some native bird. To this 'huallpa' was affixed 'Ata ,

which according to VILLAVICENCIO means 'beautiful', or pos-

sibly Atua, which MIDDENDORF interprets as 'fortune of war.'

But I assume furthermore that it was the Inca Atahuallpa

who was called after the fowl, and not the other way about.

This presupposes, however, that fowls reached the Inca

Empire long before PIZARRO, and in the foregoing we

have seen that there is nothing unreasonable in this as-

sumption, but that it is, in fact, highly probable, since trade

connections between the Incas and the- Guarani Indians

on the Rio Parana, who had fowls long before PIZARRO'S

time, were very considerable. According to the Indian

manner of forming new words, it is a much more nat-

ural explanation for the fowls to have been named after

another bird than after the last of the Incas. We have

clear parallels to this, e. g. in the ApiacÃ¡ Indians' name

for fowls, i. e. nambÃºtinga, which means the white tina-

mid, (nawz6/i = tinamid, tingaâ€”white), or in the Guarani

Indians' name for fowls, uruguacÃº, which means the big

Uru. They call a native wild bird the Uru.1). ACOSTA,2)

too, asserts that there were fowls in Peru before the Spani-

ards arrived. Yet he seems to assume that they were

already there in pre-Columbian times, as they were called

by an Indian name.

If, then, we are right in assuming that fowls were in-

troduced inte the Inca Empire by trade between the Incas

and the Guarani Indians, long before PIZARRO'S time, I

think it very natural for HUAYNA CAPAC to have called

his darling son after the remarkable new bird. In that case

the name Atahuallpa or Atauhuallpa was presumably not

given to the last of the Incas at birth, but later. Accord-

') Vol. I, p. 427: Â»de aves domÃ©sticas me he maravillado de las galh-

nas, porque en efecto las habia antes de ir KspaÃ±oles; y es claro indicio

tener nombres de allÃ¡, quÃ© Ã¡ la gallina llaman gualpa. Â»

*) Odontophorus capueira, SPIX.
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ing to I/AS CASAS1) the Incas changed their names three

times. They got the first soon after birth, the second at

the age of eight, the third at eighteen. CIEZA DE LEON2)

says they changed the name they got soon after birth for

another when they were between ten and twelve. When

Ð•TÐ•Ð•UAÐ«.Ð

old.3)

Ð• was strangled in 1533, he was about 30 years

It was not unusual for an Inca to have the name of

an animal. But, be it noted, not a single member of the

ruling family had the name of a mammal. None of them

were called, for instance, uturunco (jaguar) or ucumari

(bear), though their soldiers had such names. Even before

ATAHUALLPA'S time, vallpa or huallpa was not an unusual

name: thus, the Inca Viracocha had a brother called Pauac

Vallpa Maita. He had also a brother called Marca Yuto4.)

THOMAS translates marca by Â« el valedor, o abogado protec-

torÂ» and yuto by Â«perdizÂ», i. e. partridge. Mayta Capac

Inga had a son Apo Tarca Guarnan. The last word means

a falcon. Capac Yupanqui had a son called Apo saca (sa-

caca?) Inga. Sacaca, according to HOLGUIN, is a gorgeous

â€¢bird like a partridge.5) SARMIENTO e) mentions one Don

Garcia Pilleo Topa of the Incas; Pillco, according to HOL-

GUIN, is a bird with fine feathers. These are only a few

examples to show the employment of birds' names for

Indians of rank.

If it is correct that the Incas first got fowls from the

Guarani Indians, one might perhaps expect their name

for fowls to have been uruguacn and not atahuallpa. But

') P. 178.

*) P. 230 (in the English translation).

') To judge of the age of a man like Atalniallpa can scarcely have been

an easy matter. The Spaniards probably put it far too high. As a rule

the Indians look much older than they are, as can be observed, for instance,

from my demographic investigations among the Mosetenc Indians.

4) JIMÃ‰NEZ DE 1.Ð› ESPADA, Una Antigualla Peruana.

") fSacaca - como perdiz, paxaro de colores. Â»

*) P- 132.
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it is not a matter of course that a tribe which has got fowls

from another tribe should also take over their name for

them. Thus, the ApiacÃ¡ must have got fowls from the

MundurucÃº or the Paressi, but they have quite an inde-

pendent name for fowls. It is conceivable that atahnallpa

is a kind of translation of uruguacÃº. It would be of great

interest to discover if the Uru bird occurs in Charcas, and

what it is called in Quichuan. It may prove to be huallpa.

I merely mention this in order to draw attention to the

question.

As mentioned above, the Quichua have the name

huallpa huallpa for a liana with yellow flowers which resem-

bles a hen. It would be of interest to know if it is the

same liana that the Chiriguano call uru-uru because the

flower is said to be like a cock's-comb.

Uru is, therefore, Odontophorus capueira.

UruguacÃº is big Uru, or 'Fowl'.

Uru-uru is a liana resembling a cock.

Huallpa is?

Atahuallpa is a hen, and can mean 'mighty', big Hu-

allpa.

Huallpa huallpa is a liana resembling a fowl.

Within the sphere of the influence of the Quichua we

find Indian tribes belonging to quite different language

groups, the Pano, Arawak, Guarani, etc, with names for

a fowl which are evidently variations of Atahuallpa.

This gives us an idea of the Inca sphere of influence

shortly before or shortly after the conquest of their land

by PIZARRO.

Nowadays both the Aymara and Quichua except in

Northern Ecuador no longer call a fowl atahuallpa but

simply huallpa or guallpa. The prefix ata has been drop-

ped, in the same way as uruguacÃº has become uru among

a number of Guarani Indians. Almost all the tribes in are-

as bordering on the Inca Empire which have names for fowls

borrowed from the Incas, have these names derived from
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Atahualipa and not from Huallpa, as we shall see in the

following.

Name of the tribe. Fowl in their language

Apolista atalpa.

Araucanians ata, achaval, achauall.

AtacameÃ±o at-halpa.

Campa atahua, tagualpa.

Coconuco ataguall.

Culino atau-arika.

Jivaro atÃ¡sh, atÃ¡shi.

Mosetene ataua.

Omagna ataualy.

PÃ¡ez atalloy.

Paniquita attail.

Sipibc at apa.

UitÃ³to Ã¡ta na.

Veliche achau.

Yamiaca atÃ¡hua.

Zaparo atagwari.

CayÃ¡pa gnÃ¡llapa.

Esmeralda gÃ¼allpa.

Furthermore, I consider that the words given below

are also variations of Atahuallpa, or Huallpa. The Map

shows us that the area where these names occur together

with the words that undoubtedly come from Atahuallpa

or Huallpa, forms a connected whole.

Name of the tribe Their words for fowl.

Campa tahnaripu, huaripa, taguarina.

IÃ±apari tahuari

Canichana tahuari.

Chontaquiro achauripa.

Catiana tauariba.

Manetenery calami.

YuracÃ¡re talipa.
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.Vame of the tribe . Their words for fowl.

Kuniba achaweripÃ¡.

Maropa huÃ¡lipa.

Tacana guaripa.

Chacobo patÃ¡ri.

IpurinÃ¡ patÃ¡ri.

Pacaguara palian.

Yamamadi batari.

Movima matabare.

Maraua matauary.

Uairacu ateuary.

Amueixa atullup.

Ticuna ota.

Among those tribes that evidently got names for fowls

from the Quichua are, as we have seen, the Arauca-

nians. They call fowls achauall, achaval, or simply ata.

For the majority of the other domestic animals introduced

in post-Columbian times from the Old World, the Arau-

canians have names borrowed from Spanish, i. e. ovicha or

ovisa for sheep (oveja), huaca and hauac for bull and cow

(vaca), cahuallu or cahuellu for horse (caballo)1). That

the Araucanians have borrowed the name for a fowl from

Quichuan shows that they first got fowls from the Qui-

chua, i. e. the Incas, and that either before the Spaniards

penetrated into the country or very shortly afterwards.

Had they got fowls some time after the Conquest, when

Spanish influence was making itself felt, they would pre-

sumably have called them gallina, or have invented a name

for them.

It is very interesting to see how the names for fowls

that derive from Atahuallpa occur on the lower Rio Uca-

yali and a good way down the Amazon. The most easter-

ly is near the mouth of the R. JuruÃ¡ in the R. Amazon.

HAVESTADT.
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In this connection we should call to mind that OREL-

LANA in Amazonas heard tales evidently referring to the

Inca Empire.1) The Indians spoke of a mighty chieftain

lca in a country to the south. He had much gold and

silver. The land of the Amazons was evidently nothing

else but the Inca Empire, the stories about which grew

more and more fantastic the further one got away from

it. In this land of the Amazons there were llamas, sun-

worship, salt lakes, woollen clothes, etc. It was a cold

country with very little fire-wood, but quantities of pro-

visions.

On the R. Ucayali the Indians had evidently not only

heard reports about the Inca Empire; there were also Indi-

ans who had becn there. When in 1557 JOAN DE SALINAS

LOYOLA was the first white man to go up the R. Ucayali,

he followed the report of a country called Ycatara. But

there he was told that Ycatara was nothing else but Cuz-

co, and met Indians who had been there and who described

the town in such a manner that SALINAS saw that the state-

ments were correct. That these connections between the

Incas and the Indians on the Rio Ucayali should have

begun later than the ruin of the Inca Empire, which took

place amid strife and disturbances, is scarcely credible. It was

the old trade connections that SALINAS witnessed here, by

which even Indians on the lower Rio Ucayali obtained

gold and silver ornaments.2) It must also have been by

the same route fowls and their Quichuan name spread from

the Inca territory shortly before or shortly after the

conquest of the country by the Spaniards.

The extreme N. E. outpost of the Atahuallpa name

is the word Ã¡taua among the UitÃ³to. This recalls what

OviEDO3) relates about the rumours which HOHERMUTH VON

') CARVAJAL, pp. 15, 4r, 67, et seq.

') JOAN DK SALINAS LOYOLA. Relaciones geogrÃ¡ficas de Indias Vol.

IV, p. LXV sqq.

â€¢) Lib XXV.
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SPEIER heard in 1536 somewhat further north of the Inca

Empire. Following the Andes he had with great difficulty

crossed the Apure, the Casanare, and other rivers. From

the Casanare he continued S. W., hearing tales everywhere

about riches to be found in the mountains. He was told

about a chieftain, Guaygueri, who could tell the Spaniards

all about it. So they got the chieftain to visit them, and

he was of course well received by HOHKRMUTH. Guaygueri

said that beyond the mountains they would find plenty

of silver, gold, and domestic sheep which the Indians living

there shut up at night in enclosures. This rich land was

in a plain with but little fire-wood. All the vessels used

were of gold and silver.

HoHERMUTH and his companions continued south-

ward, and came to a tributary of the Guaviare, which they

crossed. They next reached a river Papomane, where they

met Indians who told them a number of details about the

riches in the west, and who described sheep they would

see there. They even called them llamas. One Indian

told them he had been in the rich country. So we see that

the Empire was know to the Indians on the upper Rio

Guaviare, and that an Indian had been there; also that

they knew of the llamas and their Quichuan name. The

influence of the Incas thus extended even in that direction.

It is therefore possible that there were trade connections

with the Inca Empire here shortly before or soon after

the Conquest. This could explain why, somewhat further

south, among the UitÃ³to, we come across a Quichuan word

for fowls.

All these accounts about the Inca Empire which the

first conquerors heard far away from the actual district of

that dominion, show how far its fame had spread. It ic

interesting to learn that Indians from the lower R. Ucay-

ali, and even from tributaries of the Guaviare, had actually

been there.

The objection might be made, Â«Could not all these
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tribes on the Rio Ucayali and in Upper Amazonas which

for fowls use a name that can evidently derive from the

Quichuan word Atahuallpa, have got fowls and the names

for them later, i. e. during the mission times of the i/th

and i8th centuries? Â» What refutes this objection is the

mention of fowls from Rio Ucayali as early as 1544, and

from Upper Amazonas in 156Ð¾. The name there must con-

sequently be as old as the introduction of the fowl. That

there should have been a general dropping of the original

name in favour of distortions of Atahuallpa, is impossible.

In cases where we know the Indian name for a European

cultural element in the i6th or ijth century, it has proved

that the same name, or a contraction of. it, is still in use

in the same locality. In the Quichuan spoken in Upper

Amazonas during the mission times, fowls were presum-

ably not called Atahuallpa but ualipa.1)

The domestic fowl is the only cultural element from

the Old World that spread extensively from the area of the

Inca Empire with a Quichuan name. This, as I have previ-

ously remarked, points to the fact that fowls spread very

early by trade among the Indian tribes.

Not a single tribe living in an area bordering on the

old territory of the Inca Empire calls the fowl gallina or

gallo, or uses any name for a fowl that can be clearly traced

back to the Spanish.

In the Chaco -where, as I mentioned,-) the influence

of the Incas must have been very great, we find no names

for fowls that can derive from atahuallpa or huallpa. This

is quite natural. It was from S. Brazil, via the Gran Cha-

co, as I assume, that the Incas first became acquainted

with fowls. In all probability the Chiriguano had fowls,

and consequently a name for them, before the Incas. The

conquests of the Chiriguano in the lands bordering on the

') Gallina â€¢- uatipa. M.VRTIi's, Vol. II, p.

3) NoRDEXSKioi.n (i).
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Inca Empire, also rendered more difficult the intercourse

between the Incas and the other tribes in the Chaco.

In Paraguay the Guarani Indians call a fowl uruguacÃº.

The CainguÃ¡ in Misiones only say unÃ, according to VOGT.

The Chiriguano, ChanÃ©, and Tapiete in the most westerly

part of the Chaco, call a hen urucuÃ±a and a cock uru-

cuimbac. CuÃ±a means woman, cuimbae man. N. of Sta.

Rosa live a few Guarani-speaking Indians who call a hen

itntguasu and a cock tacarÃ©o.

UruguacÃº means the big Uru. According to v. IHERING ,

the uru is a little native bird, Â« Odontophorus capueira (Spix) Â»

When they first got fowls, the Indians evidently compared

them with this familiar bird, and called them after it.

The Uru cock is said to crow at sunrise and sunset.1) ThÃ©

Ingain in Misiones also compare the domestic fowl with

the Uru.*) They call the latter cÃ¡n, and the male of the

domestic fowl cÃ¡n iÃ³.Ñ•)

The only non-Guarani-speaking Indians who employ

names for fowls which apparently derive from uruguacÃº,

are the Chiquito and ChurÃ¡pa. These latter are Chiquito

Indians transplanted by the Jesuits to the province of Sara,

north of Sta. Cruz.4) According to ADAM and HENRY, the

Chiquito call a fowl o-curubacy's. From my notes I find

that the ChurÃ¡pa call a hen Ãºruhuastc The Indian tribes

in the Gran Chaco, the Mataco, Choroti, etc. have quite

other names for fowls.

The Chiriguano migrated to their present locality in

the third decade of the i6th century, after ALEJO GAR-

CIA'S plundering expedition.5) A few decades later their

') Â»Na madrugada e dcpois da entrada do sol pousam sobre um galho

de arvorc baixa, fazcndo o gallo ouvir a sua voz. Â» H. v. IHERING (3),

P 4o7-

:i AMBROSETTI (2) thinks the t'ru is a Criaturas; but this must be

J mistake.

') AMBROSETTI (2)

<) PASTELLS, Vol. I. p. 75.

Ð§ XORDEXSKIÃ–I.D (.?).
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connection with their kinsmen east of the R. Paraguay

seems to have been severed. They probably took fowls

with them when they migrated, for, as we have seen, the

Guarani Indians in S. Brazil had plenty of fowls already

in CABOT'S time, and far inland, too. If it had been from

the west that the Chiriguano Indians had first become ac-

quainted with fowls, they would not have had the same

name for them as the Guarani in Paraguay. It is quite

natural that we should find in Chiquitan a word for fowls

borrowed from the Guarani language, knowing, as we do,

that it was through Chiquitos that communications pass-

ed between the Indians in Paraguay and the Chiriguano.

Table I and Map I show us which tribes call a fowl

Ãºru or uruguacu or the like.

Ruiz DE MONTOYA takes uruguacÃº capucai to mean,

i. e. 'canto del gallo', or the crowing of the cock Capucai,

according to BARBOSA RODRIGUEZ, is Â«grito, chamar; verb.,

clamar, gritar, chamar por alguem.Â» This word, with small

changes, is used for a fowl in the Lingua Geral. We only

- come across it among two non-Guarani tribes, the Cariri

and the Botocuds. The distant TapirapÃ© call fowls uren-

lapucÃ¡ya. The question is whether this is not a remnant

of an original form, i. e. uren being the same as Uru. It

is quite probable that a fowl was first called the big, crow-

ing Uru, and that in the Lingua Geral Uru and guacu

were simply dropped, and one was content to call it 'the

crower'. In the Lingua Geral, too, a distinction is care-

fully made between the cock and the hen by adding the

word for male or female, though this does not always ap-

pear from the glossaries. Thus, according to KISSENBERTH,

the GuajajÃ¡ra name for hen is sapukÃ

ikuzÃ§, kuzÃ© meaning

the female. In the Lingua Geral of the Rio Negro sapu-

kaya has evidently been Portuguesicized. The hen is call-

ed zapugal-la and the cock gal-lo.

I mentioned that the TapirapÃ© name for a fowl, men-

]apukaya, must be old. This also seems to be clear from

the Tapirapc being one of the few Guarani tribes in
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Brazil that do not call the banana pacova. My explana-

tion of this is that the TapirapÃ© got fowls and the name

for them from the Guarani Indians on the coast of Brazil

as early as the beginning of the I6th century. Connections

were then broken off with these Indians before the banana

arrived, the TapirapÃ© only getting the banana later, through

the CarajÃ¡, Indians with whom they are otherwise not

related at all linguistically, but with whom they share the

name for the banana. We have seen that various Indian

tribes took the Spanish word for a fowl, gallina, or the Por-

tuguese word gallinha, changing them slightly. We find

this type of word for a fowl in two areas. One embraces

the most northerly part of S. America, the other runs like

a wedge right into the continent from around Rio de Ja-

neiro to the upper Rio Paraguay.

Such words for a fowl as seem to be more or less con-

siderable variations of gallina or gallinha, or more rarely of

.Ð¡Ð›//0, are the following:

V.I me- of tribe. Name for a fowl.

Acawoi cariwina.

Arawaks Â»

ArecunÃ¡ Â»

Atorai Â»

Bintukua gaina.

CamÃ© Sari-

Carib (Ant.) alliram, cÃ¡yon.

Carib (Guiana) cariwina.

Chakes karena.

Chibcha caina.

Coroado Ñ• Ð¿Ð¸/Ð°.

Cumanagoto garina.

Ð¡Ð¸Ð¿Ð°-Cueva cÃ¢lin.

Goajiro galina, garina, karina.
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Guamaca galina, gÃ¡yu.

Guaranno . cariwina

GuatÃ³ magari-jahÃ© (see p. 38).

Macusi gariwina, cariwina.

Mirripu tigaiora (see p. 40).

Parauhano karina.

TupinambÃ¡ arignan-miri (see p. 45).

BororÃ³ . kogorica?

For the rest, there are not many names for fowls in

S. America with a very large distribution. But there are

a few quite widely distributed, and they clearly point out

the old communications between certain Indian tribes.

The onomatopoeic corotoco has a wide distribution. We

find it among the Caribs in Guiana, the Carijona, and, in

a cognate form, among the Cadiueo on the Rio Paragua3r.

In Paraguay and in Guiana it has certainly not the same

origin. On the other hand, it is probable that the name

for a fowl common to the Carijona and the Caribs on the

coast of Guiana, reveal post-Columbian communications,

in spite of the great distance that separates them. KARI,

v. D. STEINEN,1) has already pointed out that the Carijona

and the Caribs in Guiana have the same name for another

post-Columbian cultural element, viz, the banana.

We find the names schakika sika, chtka etc., among

several GÃªs tribes from the Camacan on the Brazilian coast

to about the Rio Tocantin. They evidently indicate a

route by which the fowls were conveyed from the coast

far inland in E. Brazil.

st. (i), p. 313, 314.
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Domestic Fowl.

Re abbreviations, see p. IX.
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TABIVE TO MAP I.

Words used by Various Indian Tribes for the
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CHAPTER III.

The Introduction of Horses and Cattle into S.

America.

In a considerable part of S. America the Indians

gained their first knowledge of horses when they were

conquered by the whites. As far as it was possible the

whites took horses with them on their expeditions into the

interior of the continent. It was only on the Argentine

pampas that a number of Indians first saw the horse as an

animal that had run wild, or as one ridden by other In-

dians who had learnt the art of riding, directly or indi-

rectly, from the whites.

In 1536 MENDOZA took 72 horses and mares to Rio de

la Plata; 44 of these were left behind, according to JUAN

DE RIVADENEYRA, when the Spaniards abandoned the

newly established Buenos Aires. He says that by i58r

these horses had multiplied to such an extent that they

covered the pampas. RUY DÃ•AZ DE GUZMAN, however,

asserts that there were only 5 mares and 7 horses that were

left to run wild. HERNANDO DE MONTALVO, in a letter to

the King of Spain dated October iath, 1585, writes that

there were more than 80,000 wild horses on the Rio de la

Plata which were descended from the horses left behind

by MENDOZA'S companions.

CARDOSO, from whose work the above is quoted, points

out, presumably quite correctly, that when the Spaniards

abandoned Buenos Aires they had no horses to leave be-

hind, since they were brought to such a pitch of hunger

by the investment of the newly established place by the

Indians that they ate whatever eatables they could get
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hold of, including their own horses. In CARDOSO'S opinion,

therefore, the whole story about the runaway horses from

MENDOZA'S expedition, which became wild, is a fabrica-

tion. Furthermore he attempts to prove statistically that

the horses and mares which, according to tradition, were

left at La Plata, could not have multiplied by 1585 to

such an extent that they covered the pampas, or that the

80,000 wild horses mentioned in the letter of 1585 could

have been bred from them. The conclusion he arrives at

is that these wild horses were not the descendants of the

animals MENDOZA had brought, but were really native

horses, i. e., that there were wild horses there at the time

of. the Discovery, and that Equus rectidcns, which is closely

related osteologically to the domesticated horse, had sur-

vived on the Argentine pampas. The question arises whe-

ther possibly some of MENDOZA'S horses did not escape and

disappear on the pampas before the investment and con-

sequent famine. MONTALVO'S figure of 80,000 is certainly

an exaggeration. Statements of this kind often approach

the truth more nearly if you eliminate one or two cy-

phers. We must also regard the assertion that the horses

covered the pampas as an exaggeration, caused perhaps

by the same herd appearing at different spots in search of

good pasture. It could easily be the case in FALKNER'S

time1) that quantities of horses w-ould be visible at one mo-

ment at a certain spot, and none at another moment at

the same spot. The herds of horses evidently wandered

extensively.

That the wild horses seen on the pampas in 1585 were

original American horses, I cannot believe. There is so

much that argues against this. If there had been wild

horses on the pampas at the beginning of the i6th cen-

tury, why are they not thentioned from ALCAZABA'S ex-

pedition of 1534, when Patagonia was traversed for the

') P-
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first time, or in RAMIREZ'S and GARCIA's letters, or in the

accounts of the legal proceedings dealing with CABOT'S

journey, or by SCHMIDEL. If the herds of horses on the

pampas were very considerable about 1585, they must, if

they were native horses, also have been there in the third

and fourth decades of the I6th century. It seems impos-

sible that they should not already then have been observed

by the numerous Europeans who were visiting the country

at the time. The Spaniards would surely have found the

occurrence of wild horses sufficiently striking for them to

have touched on it in even the most summary accounts

of their voyages. On the other hand, the guanaco is men-

tioned from ALCAZABA'S expedition, as well as by RAMÃ•REZ

and SCHMIDEI..

CARDOSO has pointed out that on CABOT'S map of

1544') of RiO Parana and adjoining territories, a horse is

depicted which, he thinks, is meant to represent a wild

one. I cannot understand what gave CARDOSO the idea

that this map was drawn in 1533. CABOT'S map of 1532

01 *533 was lOst, and there is no proof, as far as I know,

that the map of 1544 was simply a copy of the former.

The drawing of a horse was presumably added merely for

a decorative purpose, just as many other mystical animals

were often used to adorn the maps of that-period. It is

ven- rash to take a drawing of a horse on CABOT'S map

of 1544 as a proof of his having seen or known, during

his journeys of 1527â€”152(), that there were wild native

horses in Rio Parana, especially when there is not a word

mentioned about wild horses in other documents dealing

with CABOT'S journeys.1) In the legend to the map of

I544, dealing with Rio de la Plata, there is a mention,

') P. 379-

l) In MONTES' accounts kept during the stay in Sta. Catalina. \vc

read, it is true, Â»MÃ¡s di por dos caballos armados dos cuÃ±as,Â» By 'ca-

ballos armados', howewer, are probably meant armadillos. An armadillo

may well be likened to a horse with armour.
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on the other hand, of the occurrence of guanacos. There

we read that in that country there is a species of sheep,

as large as donkeys, resembling camels, with the difference

that their wool is as fine as silk.1) It may be that from

this very description a horse was drawn on the map.

We must keep in mind that the animals from which

the wild horses on the pampas originated, need not have

been introduced from Europe via Buenos Aires. It is cer-

tainly not impossible that this was effected, wholly or part-

ly, from the western side of the country, from where, at

least, the Indians on the Argentine pampas learnt how to

ride. While Buenos Aires lay waste from 1541 to 1580,

Chile was under the command of numerous Spaniards,

towns were founded, and numbers of cattle and horses

were introduced. From the same direction considerable

bands of mounted Spaniards made their way into what

is now Argentina, and several towns were also founded

there in the middle of the i6th century. In no place were

wild native horses seen.

In PEDRO DE VALDIVIA'S letters to the Emperor

Charles V., which come from an eye-witness, and one who

conducted matters, nothing is mentioned of there being

horses in the land of the Araucanians when he first pene-

trated it. He relates that they called the Spaniards

ingas and the horses hueques ingas, i. e. the llamas of the

Incas. If, at this time, there had been real American

wild horses on the Argentine pampas, as CARDOSO thinks,

the Araucanians could not have been ignorant of the fact,

and would assuredly not have compared the horses of

the- Spaniards to llamas. VALDIVIA speaks of horses and

mares brought by the Spaniards to Chile, and also of at-

tacks by Indians in which horses were stolen.

CARDOSO mentions that the Querandies, in their fights

') Â»Ay en est a tierra, unas aueias grandes como asnos comunes, de

figura de camellos, saluo que tienen la lana tan // fina como seda . . .

HARRISSE, p. 285 and p. 433.

with the Spaniards, were not afraid of the horses, and from
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this he draws the conclusion that these animals were not

strange to them. But the Araucanians, says VALDIVIA,

were afraid of them in their first battles. The statement

that the Indians were not afraid of the horses, must not

be interpreted to mean that they already knew them.

Quite a number of Indians fought bravely against firearms

the first time they were face to face with them, and the

Â«thuuder and lightningÂ» in the strangers' hands must have

made a still more intimidating impression on them than

the big, strange animals they saw for the first time.

In 1553 VALDIVIA was defeated by his quondam groom,

LAUTARO. The following year the Araucanians gained a

victory over VILLAGRÃ•, and even captured his cannons.

Numbers of horses were stolen from the whites, and among

these Indians, who had a wonderful faculty for adapting

themselves to the Spanish method of warfare, there were

soon splendid horsemen, whose skill even ERCILLA has

sung the praises of. In an incredibly short space of time

the Araucanians had got together a fine body of ca-

valry.1)

Thanks to the connections the Araucanians had east

of the Andes, the Indians there could also get horses,

which horses could run wild in great numbers. From the

Araucanians the Indians of the pampas and the Tehuelche

could learn equestrianism, as well as the Spanish word for

horse, which was used by the Araucanians alongside

another term already mentioned here.

These horses that had run wild, would later make their

way, while seeking suitable pastures, northward as far up

as Buenos Aires, where they appeared in great numbers

towards the end of the l6th century.

Cattle, too, were taken over to S. America at a ven.'

early date. In the lists of the outfit for AGUADO'S cxpe-

') Ðœ0IÐ”Ð¥Ð•. p. 67.
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clition of 1495 are included 100 head of cattle.1) Seafaring

men took live animals with them for victuals. MAGELLAN'S

list includes six cows.'-)

As the Spaniards were generally mounted on their

inland expeditions, but did not take cattle with them un-

til they meant to settle, many Indians in the interior of

the country must have become acquainted with horses

earlier than with cattle. But whereas the sailors had live

animals with them for victuals, many of the coast Indians

probably saw cattle before they saw horses. In Patagonia,

possibly also in the interior of the Chaco, many Indians

had no doubt seen cattle, either in a wild state or domes-

ticated in the settlements of other Indians, before they

saw any whites.

In Relaciones GeogrÃ¡ficas de Indias3) we read, in a

fantastic description that gives some details of DIEGO ALE-

MAN'S unfortunate expedition to Mojos in 1564, that the

Indians in Mahari had domestic cattle like Spanish cows.

These were used as beasts of burden, and for slaughter.

It is imaginable that they may have got cows from the

whites in Paraguay, but it is scarcely possible that the

custom of using oxen as beasts of burden should have

been introduced so early in Mojos. There are now, and

there were, especially in the beginning of the i9th cen-

tury, large herds of wild cattle in that neighbourhood.

As will be seen from Maps 2 and 3 and the tables here

below, it was usual for the Indians to use Spanish or Por-

tuguese words for both horses and cattle. In many places

the Indians had evidently learnt a little Spanish or Por-

tuguese while getting to know about these animals. When

they use native words for them, they generally call them

tapirs or deer. As a rule, when a tribe called a cow a

') NAVARRETE, Vol. II, p. 184. The equipment included 6 mares, 4

he-asses and 2 she-asses, 4 heifers and 2 l)nll-calves, and mo head of cattle.

Ð³) NAVARRETE, Vol. IV, [>. Ñ‚ i.

â€¢) Vol. IV, p. CXCVII.
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tapir, it could not use the same word for a horse, and vice

versa. It is quite interesting to note where the cow was

compared to a tapir, and where the horse was, or where

either of them was compared to a deer.

In the lyingua Geral a cow is tapyra. A few non-Gua-

rani tribes, who took their name for a cow from the Lin-

gua Geral, call a cow a tapir, and have other words for the

tapir. Thus, the WapisiÃ¡na say kudui for a tapir, and

tapir for a co\v. The BororÃ³ say ki for the former and

tapira for the latter.

There is no genuine Indian word in common use for

a horse, and for a cow there is only tapyra, a tapir.

The Botokuds, according to RUDOLPH, compare a horse

to a certain spineless bamboo. This bamboo has no spines

or horns, and in comparison with cattle the horse has

no horns. That, at least, is the explanation given of this

curious comparison.

Should the historical proofs of the horse being post-

Columbian in America be considered insufficient, conclu-

sive evidence would be afforded by the words for a horse

used by different Indian tribes. An animal known in pre-

Columbian times would not be commonly called by a word

borrowed from Spanish, or by names that show the horse

has been compared to familiar native animals. This also

holds good of the tribes on the Argentine pampas and in

adjacent territories.
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for the Horse and the Cow.
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TABLE TO MAPS II AND III.

Words used by Various Indian Tribes
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CHAPTER IV.

The Introduction of the Banana into S. America.

Historical investigation.

It may be regarded as proved by DE CANDOLLE and

KARL v. D. STEINEN that the banana was introduced into

America by the whites. Before dealing with the words

for banana used by different Indian tribes, I would com-

plete in some measure the historical statements made by

these writers, and mention what cultivated plants the first

pioneers found among the Indians in different parts of

S. America and the West Indies, restricting myself to such

parts of the country where the climate permits of the ba-

nana being cultivated. I shall only draw on the accounts

of those who from the time of the Discovery came in con-

tact with Indians who had been untouched, or practically

untouched, by the civilization of the whites.

In an investigation of this nature, great caution must

be used in consulting such authors as, for instance, GAK-

CILASSO DE LA VEGA, ACOSTA, COBO, or L/ERY, for the Indi-

ans they came in contact with had already learnt much

from the white men. On the strength of their statements

it would be of little value to prove that such and such a

cultivated plant existed in America in pre-Columbian times.

From his first voyage COLUMBUS mentions:â€”

Cotton,1) gourds,'2) fexoes,3) faxones,4) favas (habas),5)

') NAVARRETU, vol. i, p. 173, 197, etc.

2) Ibid., p. 180, 188, 225.

3) Ibid., p. 203 (beans).

4) Ibid., p. 200 (beans).

>) Ibid., p. 200, 203 (beans).

maize?,1) mames, niames, ajes,2)6) cassava,3) red pepper,4)
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tobacco.5)

From COLUMBUS'S second voyage to America DR CHANCA

mentions cotton, ages, red pepper, Â« granos como avel-

lanasÂ», and a root that was probably manioc. He writes:

Â»El mantenimiento suyo es pan hecho de raices de una

yerba que es entre arbol e yerba Ã© el age. Â» Of this

age CHANCA writes: Â»A este age llaman los de Caribi nabi

Ã© los indios hage. Â»7)

From S. America VESPUCCI mentions manioc, cotton,

coca, and gourds.8) VAAS DE CAMINHA, from CABRAI/S

') Ibid., p. 230, 232.

J) Ibid., p. Â¿Ð¾Ñ•, 203, 238, 242, 25r, 263, 281.

Â») Ibid., p. 263.

4) Ibid., p. 286.

4) Ibid., p. 202.

') Of the Â«mamesÂ» COLUMBUS writes: Â»ellos los tienen llenas de ma-

mes, que son come zanahorias ('carrots') que tienen sabor de castaÃ±as, Â»

and further Â«que son unas raices como rÃ¡banos grandes que nacen, que

siembran y nacen y plantan en todas sus tierras, y es su vida; y hacen del-

IdS pan y cuecen y asan y tienen sabor proprio de castanas, y no hay quien

no crea comiÃ©ndolas que no sean castaÃ±as Â»,

and further â€¢ tienen sembrado en ellas ajes, que son unos ramillos que

plantan, y al piÃ© de ellos nacen unas raices como zanahorias, que sirven

por pan, y rallan y amasan y hacen pan delias, y despues tornan Ã¡ plan-

tar el mismo ramillo en otra parte y torna Ã¡ dar cuatro Ã³ cinco de aquellas

raices, que son muy sabrosas, proprio gusto de castaÃ±as. Â»

COLUMBUS also writes about these, Â«Aqui las hay las mas gordas y

buenas que habia visto en ninguna parte, porque tambien dizque de aquel-

las habia en Guinea. *

COLUMBUS has presumably mixed up various kinds of roots. The

comparison with the black radish appears to me far more suitable for the

mandioca or manioc than for the sweet potato or yam. The manioc has

a taste like a chestnut, is planted by cuttings, and from it the Indians

made bread.

That this strange root was called 'mame 'or 'niame' was because the

ignamen was known from Africa.

') It is of interest to see that CHANCA distinguishes between manioc

and age. NAVARRETE, vol. I, p. 369. On Â«ageÂ» see furthermore p. 71.

8) NAVARRETE, vol. IlI, p. 253.
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visit to the coast of Brazil, mentions 'cabazos d'agoa' J)

and 'inhame'2). Of the last-named he says Â«nem comem

senom desse inhame, que aqui ha nmito, e dessa semente,

e fruitos que a terra ....Â»*). VAAS DE CAMINHA evidently

called manioc 'inhame . In another description of the same

voyage 4) we have, mentioned from Brazil, agoas, maize,

inhame, and cotton.

From the coast of what is now Columbia Excise5)

speaks of a fruit like an orange, which becomes yellow when

it grows ripe. The inside is like butter, and has a fine

taste.e) He also speaks of cotton, maize, and non-

poisonous manioc.

There is naturally no mention, in these earliest descrip-

tions from the period of the Discovery, of any European

cultivated plants.

When, in 1519, MAGELLAN visited the coast of

Brazil, the sugar-cane, like the domestic fowl, had already

arrived.7) But they do not yet seem to have had

bananas. RAMÃ•REZ*) (1526) from the TupinambÃ¡ (Per-

nambuco) mentions maize, manioc, patacas (raiz), gourds

and beans,9) and cotton. GARCIA,10) from the Indians on

the Rio de la Plata, mentions maize, manioc, and gourds.

MONTES11) obtained by barter from the Indians on Isla de

') i So d. gourd.

2) 180 i.

3) 180 p.

4) NavegaÃ§Ã

o de PEDRO ALVARES CABRAT,, p. no.

5) Of Excise's very rare book, printed at Sevilla in 1519, I only know

what is reprinted in JOAOUIN ACOSTA'S work.

e) Persea gratissima?

') PiGAFETTA, p. l6.

') P. 443â€”444. Patacas = batatas.

9) RAMÃ•REZ distinguishes two kinds of beans.

10) P. io.

") Pp. 437--H2.

6;
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Santa Catalina, maize, gourds, manioc, Â«inanios (batatasÂ»),1)

and beans.

leaving the coasts, let us now follow the first expe-

ditions inland and see what cultivated plants they found

among the Indians. RAMÃ•REZ, from the Timbu on the

lower Rio de la Plata,2) mentions maize, gourds, and beans

and from the Guaraui in Paraguay maize, gourds, manioc,

and sweet potatoes. In Iyos Comentarios de NUÃ‘EZ CA-

BEZA DE VACA3) mention is made, from the interior of the

country, of maize, batatas, manioc, cotton, gourds, and earth-

nuts. As yet there is no mention of bananas. SCHMIDEL speaks

<1f maize, several kinds of manioc, sweet potatoes, earth-

nuts, cotton, and backakhuc. Maize he calls Turkish corn.

Hackakhue, which he also writes vachgekhuc, buchakhu, and

â€¢cackckhuc, may possibly, according to I/ANGMANTEL,4) be

a palm (Acrocomia) which the Guarani Indians call bocaja.

I fancy SCHMIDEL means that it is a root. Thus, on p. 64

he writes Â«buchakhu und annder u'urtzcl merÂ».s)

If we follow the first voyages down the Amazon, we

find, in the account of ORELLANA'S voyage of 1541â€”1542,

mention of maize,8) yuca7,8) brava9) y dulce10), batatas7), ina-

'} In these last descriptions it is evidently no longer a question of ig-

name, but of batata and manioc. In MONTES' accounts batatas stands in

Brackets after inamas in order to explain what plant it was. Sweet pota-

toes must already have been well known, and the name for them was

taken from HaÃ¯ti.

') P- 449-

') Vol. I, p. 170, 174, 176, 178, 182, 184, 2o4, 231, 287, 290, 293, 300,

iÂ°3- 323. 327. 3^Ñ•-

') Xote to p..43.

') Neither I,os COMENTARIOS nor SCHMIDEL mention igname, but

Â»uly manioc and batatas.

') CARVAJAL.

r) ORTICUERA (Description of ORELLAXA'S voyage).

') Manioc.

') Poisonous.

'â€¢) Non-poisonous.
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raes V) (in upper Amazonas) beans2), mani 2,3), pimientos

2,4), gourds2), cotton 2), and Â«frutas a manera de uvas negras

y blancasÂ» 2). From Rupa-rupa, which he visited in 1544,

JUAN PEREZ DE GUEVARA mentions maize, yuca,5) beans,

and recachas*).

From ORELLANA'S voyage CARVAJAL relates that at

the mouth of the Amazon they met friendly Indians who

had seen whites. They had a root that the}r called in-

anes. This must have been igname, the name for which as

used by the whites must already then have been familiar

to the Indians.

PALOMINO, in his very interesting description of 1549

from Chachapoyas, mentions gourds (used as floats), cot-

ton, maize, (in large quantities) camote,7) yuca, achira,')

racacha,9) guava,10) guayaba,11) peras,12) caimitos,18)

lÃºcumas,14) juguas u) (jaguas), ubicas,16) zapotes,17) papas,18)

â€¢and mani.19)

From the Indians in the forests east of Loxa, SALINAS

LOYOLA in 1557 mentions maize, beans, papas, names,20)

') CARVAJAL.

") ORTIGUERA.

3) Arachis hypogeea, L.

4) Capsicum.

5) Manioc.

â€¢) Arracacha escalenta, DC.

') Sweet potatoes.

â€¢) A sweet root resembling the potato.

â€¢) Arracacha esculenta, DC.

10) Inga Feuillet DC

") Psidimn Guayava, RADDI,

") Persea gratissima, G-ERTNER.

") Lucuma caimito, A.DC.

'4) Lucuma obovata, H.B.K.

15) Genipa.

16) Fruit of a cactus.

") Achras sa pota, L.

'8) Potatoes, somewhat higher up in the hills.

19 ) Uarth-nuts.

20) Dioscorea sp.
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(Ñƒ otras que se dicen names de los que hay en Guinea)

yuca boniata,1) (Ã¡ diferencia de la caribe de los

Islas), pinas,2) guayabas,3) guavas,4) caymitos,5) paltas,6)

(o por otro nombre peras Ã³ aguacates), anonas,7) grana-

dillas8) (de dos maneras), mani9) (inchic en quichua) and

camote10).

ORTIGUERA, who has described URSUA'S unfortunate

expedition of 1560â€”1561, in which he took part, was evi-

dently interested in botany, or at least in good victuals.

He mentions maize, yuca dulce y brava,11) batatas,12) Ã±ames,

calabazos (gourds), cotton, mani, aji,13) guayaba, guana-

banas,14) mameyes,15) caimitos, hobos,16) paros,17), pinas18),

almendras,19) and Â«uvas blancas y negras que se dan en

arboles muy grandes.Â»20)

In the province of Antioquia and surrounding

territories, ROBLEDO in 1540â€”1541 found maize,

melones de la tierra,21) ahuyamas,22) yuca, batatas,

') Xon-poisonous manioc.

-) Pineapple.

3) Psidium guayava, RADDI.

4) Inga Fcuillei DC.

Â») Lucuma caimito, A.DC.

6) Persea gratissima, G.-ERTXER.

;) Anona squamosa LÂ».?

') Passion-flower.

â€¢) Earth-nuts.

iâ€¢) Sweet potatoes.

u) Poisonous and non-poisonous manioc.

12) Sweet potatoes.

u) Red pepper.

") Anona muricata I,.

") Mammea americana L.?

Â») ?

") Lucuma maiumosa, (Ã®.iiRTNER.

") Ananas.

") Bertholletia excelsa, Ð•Ð¾Ð¼Ð².

Â») ?

Ñ•) a Cucurbitace.-E.

/Ð¾
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algodon, beans, axis, l) pixavaes,2) guamas.3) and agua-

catez,4).

In his diary FEDERMANN, from the interior of what is

now Venezuela, mentions maize, manioc, sweet potatoes,

and ignames.

In none of these descriptions of the first discoverers'

voyages to the coast, or journeys into the interior of S.

America, is there a mention of bananas.

It is important to remember that if the banana had

really existed in pre-Columbian times in America, it must

have been universal. A fruit so easily cultivated, and so

important as an article of food, could never have remained

uncommon. When it is mentioned in later descriptions,

we read of the extensive cultivation of the banana by the

Indians. With their wide trade connections it would have

been impossible for the banana to have been cultivated in

but a restricted area of America.

For a knowledge of the history of cultivated plants in

America, OVIEDO Y VALUES is of exceptional importance.

He was, of course, no pioneer in the sense of the writers

quoted in the foregoing chapter. His Historia General y

Natural de las Indias is one of the foremost books on Ame-

rica, and contains a vast amount of original research. It

contains, inter alia, a summary of the chief cultivated

plants, both Indian and those introduced by Europeans.

OVIEDO'S statements as to which plants are indigenous and

which imported, are evidently quite correct. The banana

is never mentioned among the plants that the first discov-

erers found among the Indians; in fact, OVIEDO expressly

states that it was introduced into America in i^i6bybroth-

') Red pepper.

-) The fruit of a palm.

') ?

4) Persea gratissima. GÅ’RTNER.
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er THOMAS DE BERLANGA.1) This statement, which is well

known, might be interpreted to refer to only one sort of

banana were it not for the fact that the banana is never

mentioned among the cultivated plants found by the first

discoverers on the coasts and in the interior of S. America.2)

') Vol. I, p. 291 â€”292. OVIEDO Y VAI.DÃ‰S came to America for the

first time 1514.

!) OVIEDO distinguishes between ajes, batatas, and names. Of the

name he says that it is a plant introduced into America and that it came

with 'esta mala casta de negros'. He says that names resemble ajes, but

that they are not the same, being bigger. Like names, ajes is presumably

also a Dioscorca. The first discoverers give the name igname to both ma-

nioc and the batata. Later, when these plants came to be properly known,

we arc told the Indians in several places where they were untouched by

the civilization of the whites cultivated igname, by which is evidently

meant an indigenous Dioscorea.

Gourds are continually bemg mentioned in the accounts written by

the first discoverers. As they are not described, it is impossible to deter-

mine what species of gourd is indicated. OVIEDO (Vol. I, p. 276) says ex-

pressly that the gourd was indigenous to America, and Irom his description

it follows that it was not a question of the calabash-tree Crc>centia Cuyele,

but of the common gourd Lagenaiia vulgaris. The latter is commonly

found in Peruvian graves (see CosTANTiN et Bois), and it seems to me quite

impossible that all the graves in which such gourds are found should be

post-Columbian. Now, DE CANDOLLE (p. 198) thinks that the common

gourd Lagenaria vulgaris was introduced into America in post-Columbian

times, and REINHARDT (p. 344) writes about this plant, which is stated to

grow wild in central India, the Molucca Islands, and E. Africa: Â«... abun-'

dantly cultivated throughout the south of Europe, and after the Discovery

of America, to which country the Spaniards first took it, it also met with

a universal and welcome reception in the new continent from the natives.

Because it was found in many Peruvian graves, some investigators believed

it to be indigenous to America, an opinion that must be looked upon as

fnlly disproved to-day. Seeds of the bottle-gourd in S. America invariably

derive solely from graves, which are of more recent date than 1500, for

many burial-grounds continued to be used for a long time in that continent

after the arrival of the Euiopeans. Â»

Professor SKOTTSBERG, who called my attention to this passage in

KBINHARDT'S work, adds that in no book has he succeeded in finding any

other statement about the native country of the gourd than that it is cate-

goricallv the Old World.
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Although the banana is not mentioned by the first

pioneers, and was evidently not cultivated by the Indians

before the whites made them acquainted with it, there was

a general impression a few decades later that it was

an American plant. Thus, LERY, who took part in VILLE-

GAIGNON'S experiment at colonising on the Brazilian coast

(1557â€”1558) gives a detailed description of the banana as

a new and remarkable American fruit, which the Indians

called paco, a name for the banana which in our own day

still has a very wide distribution in the east of S. America.

THEVET, who also took part in the experiment, speaks of

the banana as a remarkable American fruit. Yet the banana

was not new to this extensive traveller. He had seen a

small species of banana in Egypt and Palestine.1)

It is still more remarkable that SOARES DE SOUZA

should have held the banana to be indigenous to America.

He was there from 1570 to 1587. He distinguishes, how-

ever, between a large native species of banana, evidently

the plantain Musa paradisiaca, and a smaller, more lus-

cious species, imported from St. Thomas, evidently Musa

sapientum. PERO DE MAGALHÃ€ES likewise evidentty con-

siders the banana to be indigenous to Brazil. Also GAR-

CILASSO DE LA VEGA and ACOSTA thought the banana was

a native American plant. In the RELACIONES GEOGRÃ•-

FICAS the banana is mentioned in several places as a native

plant, e. g. from Iva Paz in 1586, and from Columbia in

1581 /?/.

That these writers assumed that the banana was indi-

genous to America is evidently due to the fact that in their

time it was already extensively disseminated in the New

') P. 161. Â«J'en ay veu quasi de oeste mesme espece en Egypte et en

Damas retournant de Jerusalem: toutesfois la fueille n'approche Ã

la moitiÃ©

pres en grandenr de celles de l'Amerique. 1l y a dauantage grande diffe-

rence au fruit: car celny de cest arbre, dont nous parlons, est de la longueur

d'un bon pic: c'est a sÃ§auoir le plus long, et est gros comme un concombre

3- retirant asses bien quant Ã

la faÃ§on. Â»
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World. Moreover, since the banana was not found in

their own countries, it was to them a new plant.

When KARL v. D. STEINEN discovered the Indian tribes

on the upper Rio XingÃº, he found there Indian corn, manioc,

batatas, cara1), beans, earth-nuts, red Indian dwarf pepper,

cotton, cnyetÃ©2), gourds3), melons4), mamano5), uruku (Bixc)

and tobacco.6) These Indians seem to have been quite untouch-

ed at that time by European culture. There were no bananas,

but, on the other hand, the usual cultivated plants that the

') Dioscorea,

-) Crescentia.

') Lagenaria. The occurrence of the Lagenaria hure also speaks in

favour of its being indigenous to America.

') Cucurbita.

*) Ricinos. Among the cultivated plants KARL v. D. STEINEN found

on the upper Rio XingÃº we note the Ricinus. DE CANDOIJ.E was of opinion

that this plant was imported into America from the Old World in post-

Columbian times, (p. 341) The Trio in Guiana call Ricinus kumatawÃ¡ic

(GoEJE 2) and the Bakairi matiwÃ¤i (St. 2), names that presumably have

the same origin. As the Trio and the Bakairi can hardly have been in com-

munication with each other in post-Columbian times, the above fact goes

to prove, in my opinion, that this plant is a native one.

The Indian words for Ricinus are seldom included in the glossaries,

but wherever I have come across them I have found genuine Indian words,

e. g. cÃ¡rastra (N), hÃ¡tapatÃ¡li (GoEJE. 2), moangÃ¶ (ST. 3), impok, tschak

pon (R.UDOI.PH), nhambÃº-guacÃº (M.), ambaybuÃ§u (RESTivo), causiro (Ro-

MAXO), among the Tapiete, Kalina, KamayurÃ¡, Botokuds, Tupi,

Guarani in Paraguay, and Chiriguano, respectively.

In OVIEDO'S time (Vol. I. p. 370), the Ricinus, Â«higueras de infiernoÂ»,

was already very common on Isla EspaÃ±ola.

') K. v. D. STEINEN found tobacco on the Rio XingÃº. The Indians

there smoked big cigars. It is curious that tobacco, which is already men-

tioned by COT.UMBUS from the West Indies, from his first voyage and by

RAMON PANE is not mentioned by any author before LERV from the Bra-

zilian coast. It is not mentioned in Â« Los Comentarios de NÃšNEZ CABEZA

DK VACA, Â» nor by SCHMIDEI.. In the oldest records of voyages on the

Amazon and its tributaries, there is nothing referring to tobacco or smok-

ing. Such an author as SCHMIDEL, in particular, would scarcely have

refrained from speaking of smoking, if he had witnessed it, and he was it:

the Gran Chaco, where nowadays the Indians are heavy smokers.
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first discoverers found among the Indians, including the

gourd and a kind of Dioscorea.

Notes to the Map showing the words used by the Indians of S.

America for banana.

The Banana Map shows us the name for banana in ge-

neral, or for the plantain Musa paradisiaca, to the extent

The historical proofs of the occurrence of tobacco on the S. American

continent at the time of the Discovery, are evidently weak. However,

DIXON has shown that the words used by the Indians for tobacco in their

tongues prove that the plant must have been known in S. America in pre-

Columbian times, and have had a wide distribution. The distribution of

the most important forms of the words plamly shows that tobacco was

pre-Columbian in S. America.

k How arc we to explain the fact that the first discoverers in various parts

of the continent do not mention tobacco? The explanation may be, in part,

that though some of the tribes cultivated tobacco, they did not smoke; or,

if they merely took it as snuff, that need not have aroused any speciaI at-

tention; while its use for medicinal purposes would scarcely occasion re-

mark.

I have myself visited Indian tribes that cultivate tobacco, but do not

smoke; they only use tobacco in order to expel the larva of an insect

that burrows in the skin (Dermatomyd). Such tribes are the Chacobo and

the Atsahuaca. J. J. v. TSCHUDI, (p. 131), who has written about the occur-

rence of tobacco in the Inca Empire, quotes several authors who mention

that the Indians there used tobacco as snuff, which the Quichua and the

Aymara called sairi. On the other hand, smoking is not mentioned; for

this the Quichua use the Spanish words â€¢'fumar' and 'pitar5. The authors

quoted by TSCHUDI are MONTESINOS, BALBOA, the anonymous Jesuit (TRES

RELACIONES), GARCILASSO, and an official account in RELACIONES GEOGRÃ•-

FICAS for 1572. In the accounts of the first discoverers there are no state-

ments from these parts of /the cultivation or employment of tobacco.

It is also very possible that where smoking was practised, it was the

exclusive right of the medicine-man, and was therefore kept a secret from

the strangers. What supports this view, is that OVIEDO, (Vol. II. p. 298),

who, as far as I know, is the first to speak of tobacco and smoking from

the S. American continent, states that the tobacco was used by the medi-

cine-men of the Caquetios Indians as an intoxicant (about 1530). They

also told fortunes from the shape of the ash of the burnt cigarette, which

was made of tobacco rolled in the leaf of Indian corn. But he says

nothing about the laity smoking.
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a distinction has been made in the glossaries between the

various kinds of banana.1) We see that many tribes have

names for bananas which evidently derive from the Spanish

'plÃ¡tano' or the Portuguese 'banana'. This is, of course,

strong evidence in favour of the banana having been intro-

duced in post-Columbian times in those parts. The Quichua

apparently got the banana direct from the whites after

the conquest of the country, and not by trade with the Gua-

rani Indians. Thej- have no word of their own for the

plant. Tribes that got their words for domestic fowls

from the Quichua, call the banana either plÃ¡tano, or banana,

or else have their own word for the new plant. Thus,

the UitÃ³to, who call domestic fowls Ã¡taua, call the banana

ogodo. The Yamiaca, who also say atÃ¡hua, call the banana

yaca.

Of the other names for banana marked on Map IV,

there are two with a wide distribution, viz paco, pacoba, or a

variation of the same, and paraÃ®t, paruro, or a slight devia-

tion from it.

Parou, paruro, is Caribbean. Of non-Caribbean tribes

the Otomaco and the Piaroa call the banana paruru.

KARL v. D. STEINEN had mentioned that the Carijona

also call a banana parou, which shows that these

Indians were not separated fom their kinsmen further

to the east until after they had got bananas.2) The

Caribs to the south of the Amazon have quite different

words for bananas.

The Caribs probably compared the banana to the native

broad-leaved Hdiconia Bihai, /,. when they first became

acquainted with the new plant. The Trio call it palu, the

') Material is lacking for drawing up a tolerably complete ÑˆÐ°Ñ€ that

would show the words used by the Indians for Musa saplcntum I/. As the

majority of glossaries give the words for banana without specifying what

kind of banana is meant, it is possible that some of the words given in Table

to Map IV really refer to Musa sapientiun L.

2) This is also confirmed by KOCH-GRUNBERC.'S investigations.
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AparaÃ¯ and the Oyana parou. Their words for the common

banana are apalulu, parourou, and parourou.

Paco, pacoba is the Guarani Indians' word for banana.

Besides the Guarani Indians on the upper R. XingÃº, who, as

we know, were unacquainted with bananas when v. D. STEI-

NEN discovered them, it is only the TapirapÃ©, the Omagua,

and the Cocama who have other words for the banana. The

TapirapÃ© call a banana }Ã¹ta, jetÃ

umÃ

, which shows that they

probably got to know the banana through the CarajÃ¡, who

call it }ata. This seems to prove, as I have said, that the Ta-

pirapÃ© were still unacquainted with the banana when they

were cut off from connection with other Guarani tribes. The

Omagua call the banana panara, the Cocama say banala

and panara, which prove that they got to know the banana

through the Portuguese, and not from the Spanish or through

other Guarani tribes.

Of non-Guarani tribes, a number of the smaller tribes

in E. Brazil use words for the banana which are evidently

slight variants of paco, pacoba. Thus, the aco of the BororcS

and the Saraveca, the aku of the OtuquÃ©, and the pakaÃ³ of

the GuaraÃ±oca. The Chiquitos say pacobo-s. Just as they

got to know of domestic fowls from the Guarani Indians,

they got to know of the banana from the same source. It

was over their territory that communications ran between

the Guarani in Paraguay and the Chiriguano.

I/ERY already mentions that the TupinambÃ¡ called the

banana pacoaire. According to SOARES DK SOUZA they

called the banana pacoba.
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On

Banana

Linguistic'

â€¢

Author

NuioÂ«

Map

stock

D.2. Achagua

Â¡xirÃ¡tona

A. Ernst (l).

-f- Almagueros

blandÃ©

.ÐœÐ¾Ðµ. Ernst (1).

-{- Amarizama>

paral-una

? Ernst (1).

G.4. AnambÃ©

pareri

(;. Ehrenreicli.

B.3. Andaqui

mandugaso

I. R. (13).

F.4. AparaÃ¯

Â¡xirouroH

('.

Co. (1).

Guineo, ÐœÐ¸Ð½Ð° Â»api-

entuni.

-si-tonmc from San

Thome

F.(J. ApiacÃ¡ (Tapa-

Â¡M k ami

0.

K. 0. (1).

Â¡JrIiconia liihai L.

jos)

pacorÃ¡

Â»

par o u

Â»

pacora oÃº

Co. (4).

G.4. ApiacÃ¡ (Para)

uomium

(Ð› Ehronreicli.

'

H.5. ApinagÃª

lereu-ti

TÐ°. M.

D.6. Apolista

plan ta n i

A. ,R. (l).

+ Aponegicrans

bububere

TÐ°. Snmpaio.

D.6. Araona

naja

Tac. Arment ia (1).

(J.4. Arara

omionma

Ð“. CÐ¾. (3).

I).."). ArauÃ¡

fanarÃ¡

A. ('hand loss (1).

F.2. Armvaks

Â¡xirÃ¡tana

Â»
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,Tribe HunanÂ«

Linguistic

stock

Author Notes

1. Botokuds jiipokan

TÐ°.

M.

jipo = finger.

Â» iipokanne

Â»

jipokan = similar

Â» jipokan

Rudolph.

to a finger.

4. BuhÃ¡gana pho

Tu.

K. G. (12).

S. Cadiueo banana

Gu.

Ðš. G. (3).

1

SÂ». Caingang (Pa- te ban kanÃ©

TÐ°.

TÐ°uuÐ°Ñƒ (2).

ranÃ¡)

Ã. Campa parenti

A.

A. (2).

1

Â» pariant!.

Ð›. Canamirini banabÃ¼Ã©

Â»

M.

Ã³. Canella pupupyre

TÐ°.

N. U. (4).

Ã. Canichana ni-raxahua

I.

R. (20).

,

nÃ©rahua

N.

Ð“. Capoxo

TÐ°.

mi pea j = Musa sapi-

5. CarahÃº \pupuchitÃ³

TÐ°.

Sampaio.

entum.

I. Cara jÃ¡ "/alÃ±

CarÐ°.

Kissenberth(2).

the fruit â€” duo â€”

Â» jrÃ¯dtÃ¯zo(S)

Krause.

penis.

Â» idjÃ¢dÃ¢(X)

Â»

Â» //"'"

Ehrcnreich.

L Cariav ytschetshy

A. M.

1. Carib (Ant.)

ballÃ¡tanna ')

C.

Breton.

l) great

,

Â»

8o
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, Author

Notee

Map

stock

I

D.I. Chayma +

Â»El platano do-

C.

Tauste.

minico-yagu-

araÂ»

Â»Elplatano mas

gordo -puzman Â»

Â»La vanana-en-

guineya, entia Â»

H.6. Cherente

ispokrÃ

TÐ°.

Ehrenreich.

Â»

chou-poiran

M.

Â»

ispokrÃ¡

Kissenberth(2).

Â»

chupoaran

Sampaio.

.

Â»

uÃª-s'po-cran

Oliveira.

I.6. ChicriabÃ¡

amiot-schÃ©

Â»

M.

D.7. Chimane

pÃ¨re

Mos.

N.

C.2. Chimila

poorondÃ¡

Chi.

Celedon (2).

E.7. Chiquito

pacobo-s

Chiq.

A. (1).

F.5. Chipaya

pakoa

G.

Snethlage.

E.7. Chiriguano

pacoba

Â»

Nino, N.

(S:a Rosa)

pacova

N.

B.2. ChocÃ³

pÃ¡ta, parta

Cho.

W. L.

plÃ¡tano chiquit

Â»

tachi, namco-

Si
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!" Tribe
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Linguistic

, Author Notes

Ð¦>

stock

3. Emerillon

Â¡XI CO ; G.

Co. (2).

- ErÃºlia

ohÃ³ Tu.

K. G. (12).

.3. Esmeralda

paata, lmÃ

nta I. Seler.

L2. Galibi

palourou C.

Cr. (1).

Â»

paran/aÐ¸Â«

Boyer.

Â»

piratanon

Â»

1. Goajiro

plÃ¡ne A.

Jahn .

Â»

pur ana

Celedon (1).

7. Guachi

wiithra

Gu.

M.

i.3. Guahibo

palatÃ¢na

Gua.

T. A. (1).

Â»

paratana

Chaffanjon.

Â»

caburo

Â»

4. Guaja jÃ¡ra

pakova

G.

Ehrenreich.

Â»

pakoÃ¡

Kissenberth(2).

.1. Guamaca

kantÃ¡na

Chi.

Celedon (2).

.7. GuanÃ¡ (Laya-

ouata

A.

M.

nas)

oÃ¢ta

Fonseca.

.9. Guarani (Para-

pacoba

G.

Ruiz de Monto-

guay)

ya.

Â¡7. GuaraÃ±oca

pakaÃ³

82
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On .,, ,

Banivna

Linguistic

Autbor NoteÂ»

Map

stock

r

F.2. Kalina

paruru

C. (Goeje (1). ,

Â¡

â€” KarÃºtana

nopalunani, no-

A.

K. G. (10). ') large.

(Caruzana)

parunani1), no-

Â» Â¡2) small.

parfinunitoki "),

Â» |3) = %s Thomc-I

mut-seru 3), pa-

Â» nnnÂ».

rana, palana.

Â»

parama

T. A. (1).

D.3. Katapolitani

ganÃ¡peri

Â» ';K. G. (10).

E.7. Kitemoca

meri

Chap.

R, (17).

Ð“.Ð—. KobÃ©ua

Â¿le, i'ileku

Tu.

K. G. (13).

Â»

Â¿ledi

Â»

Â»

orlhi

M.

D.4. KueretÃº \haÃºioakerr

Â»

K. G. (13).

C.I. KÃ¶ggaba

kalbÃ¡ntp.

Chi. Celedon (2).

-t. Lingua Geral

pakua

G. Ta te vin.

Â»

pacoa

T. A. (1).

+ Machiganga

pirianti

A.

Cardus.

E.3. Macusi

barurÃº, parurÃº,

C.

K. G. (5). ,') Â»pisang = Â¡,Ð°.Ð³u

t

balu.rÃº, paruru,

Â» banan = ma n e hn Ð½Ð¸

t

parourou i)

Tritx-
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'.7. Mosetont-

Â£. Motilon

'.6. Movima

'..">. Mundurueu

Ð›. Omagea

Oregom-s

L2. Otomaco

'.7. OtuquÃ©

1.3. Oyampi

13. Oyana

â€¢

>.H. PacaguanÃ

Â»

L3. PÃ¡ez

u6. Palmella

- Palimoa

-r Pamigua

5. Parauhano

.3. Paravilhana

i. Paressi

:

. PassÃ©

.->. Paumari

,7. Paunaea

,6. Pauserna

(GuarayÃº)

*. Peba

3. PiÃ¡nacotÃ³

3. Piapoco

3. PiarÃ³a

Hiimina

Â¡x-re

kunantiino

pere

acoupa

\acorÃ©kempn ')

bacovÃ¡

panara

banÃ¢la

titsa

paruru

aku

' bin gu Ut if

stock

Author

Notos

\paco

Ixicouv

parourou '

palulu

karaspui

karaxpur

atrae

a ida i

Ã³ho

mandota

kurÃ¡n

palurÃº

Ixtnana

pÃ¡nara

sepaÃ¼hi

s'ipnn

ipÃ±ti

pneru

paco

be r y

Â¡Ñˆnara

Â¡nronrou

paratouna

84
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Linguistic

stock

Author Notes

C.4. Pioje nunca, Ã¶o

Tu.

R. (9).

D.3. PuinÃ¡ve \tohol

A.

T. A. (1).

+ Purecame- hoco-honizo

Ta.

M.

crans

Â¡

I.8. Pun bahÃ³h Goy.

M.

Â» â€¢ baoh

Noronha Tor-

regao.

C. etc. Quichua

planfani I.

N.

Â»

valanda

Â»

+ SabujÃ¡ bacobÃ¡ Cari.

M.

C.3. SÃ¡liba

palÃ¡tano Sal.

T. A. (1).

E.7. Saraveca

akv A.

R, (18).

B.3. Sebondoy

blandalza MÐ¾Ðµ.

v. Buchwald.

C.l. Siquisique

pratan 1

T. A. (1).

(dialect of)

B. 5. Sipibo

paranta , P.

St. (5).

D.3. Siusi

maÑ†Ð¨ A.

K. G. (10).

Â»

palana ')

Â» ') large.

Â»

mÃ¡tseru 2)

Â» 2) small.

+ Sara

ÐžÐ•Ðž Tu.

K. G. (12).

D.6. Tacana

?Mwa Tac. lArmcntia (1).

t>

nrÃ¯sa N.

C.3. Tama

00

Tu. R. (9).

E. 2. Tamanaco parÃ¹ru

C. Gilij.

D.6. T(ambopata) Ã©San

Tac. ;N.

-Guarayo

G.6. TapirapÃ© JÃ

tÃ¡

Â° Tribe
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Banana

Linguistic

stock

Author

Notes

Ð’. TupinamhÃ¡

pacoba

G.

Soares de

(BahÃa)

Souza.

4. TuriwÃ¡ra

Â¡xikÃ³wa

Â»

N. U. (2).

ÃŸ. Tuyoneiri -+â€¢

cayendma

?

N.

- TuyÃºka

hÃ³

Tu.

K. G. (12).

â€¢- UanÃ¡na

hÃ³

Â»

K. G. (12).

- Uaiana

Ã“pU

Â»

K. G. (12).

- L'aikana

ohÃ³

Tu.

K. G. (12).

â€¢

Ñ‚ UainumÃ¡

panahle

A.

M.

3. UarÃ©kena

palatÃ¡na ')

Â»

K. G. (10).

') large.

Â»

paratuna

T. A. (1).

matxÃ¡ua = small

3. L'Ã¡sona

Â¿pu

Tu.

K. G. (12).

kind of banana.

3. Uirina

panala

JÃŽ\Â«

M.

i. UitÃ³to

Ã³godo

Ui. Â¡K. G. (7).

Â»

ogoda

Â¡Whiffen.

.

3. WapisiÃ¡na

saer. ')

A.

CHAPTER V.
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Notes to Map of Words used for Iron by vari*

ous Indian Tribes.

The Indians became acquainted with iron, directly or

indirectly, through the whites. In obtaining tools and other

articles from them, they naturally got to know the metal

from which these were made. So also when they got fish-

hooks from the whites. Historical proof of objects of iron

having been spread in the same way as the domestic fowl

over the S. American continent in advance of the whites

by Indian trading and wanderings, is of course not easy to

find, even if we have reason to assume such to have been the

case, as we shall see from what follows.

Fewr Indian names for iron have a wide distribution.

Quite a number of Arawak and Carib tribes in the N. E. of

S. America call iron tcipirari or something like it. With

what, previously known to them, could these tribes compare

iron, when they first became acquainted with it? We might

expect it to be stone, teeth, or hard wood, i. e. the material

in their tools at the time of the Discovery. And, in fact, it ap-

pears to have been hard wood that the Indians of Guiana

took to be most like iron. According to FARABEE the Wa-

pisiÃ¡na call a certain hard kind of wood tcÃ¯pir, and ari in

their tongue means hard, rough, coarse. Tcipirari therefore

means hard tcÃ¯pir. This explanation of how this Indian

word for iron was formed, has at least the merit of being per-

fectly logical according to the Indian way of thinking. How-

ever, the appellation must first have been invented by

some Arawak tribe at the mouth of the Amazon or on the

coast of Guiana. Later it spread, with the knowledge of

8;
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iron, to various other Arawak tribes, as well as to several

Carib tribes. The Caribs in the Lesser Antilles call iron

crabou. On the coast of Guiana they say siparali or some-

thing similar, like the Arawaks living there.

In the Lingua Geral iron is simply called ita, which also

means stone. Here an adjective has presumably been drop-

ped, corresponding in some manner to juba (yellow) in ita-

iuba (gold). In several Indian languages there is the same

word for iron and for metal in general. It is now the metal,

of by far greater importance than other metals. If they speak

of gold, it is the yellow metal, silver the white metal, and

copper the red metal. If we did not know that the Lule and

the Araucanians, for instance, first became acquainted with

iron through the whites, we might conclude that iron was the

metal they knew first, and with which they afterwards com-

pared gold, silver, and copper. Thus, in the i8th century

the Lule called metal and iron tiy. For copper they said

ly lapsp, for gold ty soop, and for silver ty poho. Tiy and ty

are of course two spellings of the same word, lapsp means

red, soop yellow, and poho white. According to LUYZ DE

VALDIVIA (1606) the Araucanians called iron panilihuc, and

copper cum paÃ±ilihue or colu panilihuc, Cum means red,

colu dark red. Gold in their tongue is milla and silver lien.

The Guarani Indians in Paraguay, according to RESTIVO

(1722), called iron quarepoti, gold quarepotiyu, silver quare-

potitt, and copper quarepoti pytÃ¹. Yu means yellow, ii

white, and pytÃ¢ red.

I have already shown that the Inca probably got to

know of domestic fowls via the Chaco from Parana and the

coast of Brazil before PIZARRO'S conquest of their country,

and in the following I think I can show that it was by the

same route they first got European fish-hooks. If this latter

conclusion is correct, it must have been at the same time

that they got to know of the metal of which the hooks were

made. In Quichuan, according to THOMAS (1560), iron was

quillay. In BERTONIO'S time (1612) the Aymara called iron

88
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quellaya yauri, castilla yauri, quellaya, or simply yauri. In

their language the last-named word also means copper, in

which sense it is without doubt pre-Columbian. Castilla

yauri means, of course, Spanish copper. What, then, is the

meaning of quellaya yauri? BERTONIO renders quellaya

by Â« mercader que vende mucho, grande rescatador

i. e. traders who sell much. Is not possibly qucllaya or

quillay a loan-word from the east, corresponding to the

Choroti quilay, the Matacoau kuinay and the Guarani Indian

caray, i. e. their name for the whites, the foreign traders,

who long before the conquest of the Inca Empire dealt in iron

on the south coast of Brazil and in the Gran Chaco on the R.

ParanÃ¡. Qucllaya yauri, i. e. iron, would therefore mean the

copper of the whites or foreign traders. If my assumption is

correct that the Quichua and Aymara first made acquaintance

with domestic fowls, European fish-hooks, and even iron

through their trade connections with tribes in the Chaco and

on the R. ParanÃ¡, they would surely also hear the name

used by these Indians for the foreign traders from whom,

in their turn, they obtained these remarkable novelties.

A name for a European cultural element resembling

quellaya yauri, in the way I have explained its significance,

is afforded us among the Mojo. These Indians call guns nac-

ziponico caraiona, which means the white man's bow.

The Aymara now call iron quellay, a contracted form of

quellaya yauri. Here, as elsewhere, iron has become the me-

tal that is of greater importance than other metals, it being

no longer spoken of as a sort of copper. I assume that in a

similar way the Quichua first called iron quillaya anta or

quellaya anta, which was efterwards shortened to quillay or

quellay. Anta in Quichuan means copper. As the Aymara

presumably had a more easterly distribution at the begin-

ning of the 16th century than now, the Aymara may, just

as possibly as the Quichua, have first got their iron imple-

ments from the east. To judge from the dictionaries I have

had access to, it is only the Aymara who use quellaya in the

89
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sense of a trader who sells much, i. e. a sense that gives the

word about the same significance as the word quilay actual-

ly has among the Choroti Indians. Yet it is by no means

precluded that quellaya also occured in this sense among the

Quichua.

I have seen no explanation in print of the Aymaran and

Ouichuan name for iron. On the other hand, surprise has

been expressed that these Indians should have a word of

their own for iron, and the conclusion has been drawn that

they were already acquainted with this metal in pre-Colum-

bian times, a conclusion that is certainly erroneous.
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for Iron.
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TABUÃ® TO MAP V.

Words used by Various Indian Tribes
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Iron

â€¢

biiigiiistic

Author

Notes

Mnp

I

stock

E.9. Abipon

ie ead

Ciu.

L. Q. (1).

B. 6. Amueixa

ashÃ©ra

i

Sala.

from azero = stec

C.ll. Araukanians

pa Ã± i lli hur

I.

Valdivia.

Ñ• IMÂ» panilihue-coppi

rÐ¼iH-red. colÃº pan Â¡l

F.2. Arawak \siparalli

Â» (Surinam)'eip<mÃWÂ¡

A.

M.

hue-copper, Ñ•Ð¾/Â«- rÐ¾

Cr. (1).

C.6. Arazaire

si-iro

P.

R. (19).

MI -tro == bush-knifi

E.8. Ashluslay

lesanith M.

Hunt (2).

D. 7. Aymara

yauri

I.

Bertonio. (Vol.

yaur i â€” copper.

I and II).

Â»

castilla- i/auri

Â»

quellaya- Â»mercader

Â»

quellaya-

Â»

que vende raucht

Â»

yauri

Â»

grande reseat ador.

Â»

quellaya

Â»

BKRTONIO.

D.3. BarÃ©

tzipara

A.

T. A. (1).

F.7. Bororo

merire

I.

St. (3).. .

Â»

meridr

93
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*p

Linguistic

stock

Aiitlmr Xutes

Ã® 3. Coconuco (Mo-

t u zu nk#

Coc. Douay.

V

guex)

!

S.4. Colorado

h('ro-d<;

Bar. IR. (2). from hierro?

Ã•.8. Coroado

gÃ

mang

Goy. Â¡M.

Â»

camaran

Â»

l.H. Craos

cotche

TÐ°.

Sampaio.

.4. Crcnges

4ii)

Â»

N. U. (1). j') = knife.

ÃŽ.2. Cuna-Cueva

es'coragua

C.-C.

W. L. escoria = slag in

Â»

escorÃ³wa

Spanish.

E.2. Galibi

siparali

C. M.

Â»

sibarali

Â»

Â»

sibarari

M. Goajiro

Â» siparaly

kachuera

A. Celedon (1).

Boyer.

F.Ã¼. Guarani (Para-

ylÃ¡

G. 'Ruiz do Mon- ylÃ

â€” stone.

guay) ytÃ¡quÃ¢repolÃ®

tova. \quarepoti-meta\.

E.2. Guaraunn

Â» \quarepoti

najamuto

I. IT. A. (1).

Â»

(\Varrau)

'.3. HianÃ¡coto-

hÃ¡ila

C. K. G. (6).

j

UmÃ¡ua

i

5.6. Huanyaru

mimerim

Chap. Hasemann.

On Tribe 1Ð³<Ñˆ
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Map ^

Linguistic

stock

Author Xotes

Â¡

D.7. Mojo lumorr

A.

Marban.

Â» licayobocorÃ©

Â»

F.7. OtuquÃ© neJteri

I.

R. (14). HP/ÐšÐ“/ metal.

F.3. ÐžÑƒÐ°Ð¿Ð° siparali

('.

Goeje (1).

(Upurui)

D.O. Pacagunra tnanr.

P.

R, (H>). ntanr = knifr.

B.3. PÃ¡cz satÃ¡ti<

Pan.

Pittior de KÃ¡b-

Â»

zaza ut

roga , Urieoe-

chea (2).

F. 6. Paressi kamaitihÃ©rÃ¡

A.

Rondon.

Â»

Icamaltihira

St. (13).

D. 11. Puelche

yecoehkrma

I.

de la Grasserie.'

D.3. PuinÃ¡ve

ju

A.

T. A. (1).

i

I.8. Puri

guanuÃ ntteh

("!oy.

M.

C.etc. Quichua

quellai,

I.

Midd. (1).

Â»

quillay

Thomas.

B.5. Sipibo

yami

P.

St. (6).

E.2. Tamanaco

parÃ¡r!

C.

Gilij.

H.4. TembÃ© itahyÃh

G.

Lange.

F.9. Toba la-eccogu'i

Â«u.

Duce i .

E.8. Â»

lecat
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CHAPTER VI.

Indian Words for Firearms.

The whites who came in 'big houses' to the coasts of

America, must have seemed very wonderful to the Indians,

not least because they had lightning as a weapon in their

service. It cannot have been long before the report of fire-

arms and names for them had spread even to the interior

of the continent, to Indians who had not yet seen these

things.

If we study the map of Indian words for a gun, we shall

find that in different parts of S. America the Guarani Indi-

ans call a gun mboca, mbocÃ¡ba, mocÃ¡ua, mucÃ¡ua, etc. These

words, which clearly have a common origin, were evidently

spread by travelling or migrating Guarani, and by the Lin-

gua Geral. I/ERY'), as early as 1558, heard the TupinambÃ¡

call a gun (m]bokap.

If we compare the Indian (m)boca with the Spanish

and Portuguese words for gun, it makes it appear very pos-

sible that the Indians got their word for fire-arms from the

Spanish boca de fuego or the Portuguese boca de fogo. In Gu-

arani boca is pronounced mboca, while fuego has been drop-

ped.

Mboca, or words evidently derived from it, are or were

used by the following Guarani tribes to indicate fire-arms:â€”

TupinambÃ¡ â€¢â€” mbocap.

Guarani, Paraguay â€” mboca, mbocÃ¡ba.

') â€¢ \Â¡ocap ou mororocap Artillerie Ã

MI petite : car Mocap signifie toute maniere d' artillerie Ã

feu, comme harquebuze grande

feu, taut de gros-

ses piÃ¨ces de navires, qu'autres. Il semble aucune fois qu'ils prononcent

Bocap par B, & seroit bon en escrivant ce mot d'cntremcsler 1IB ensemble

qui pourroit. Â» Vol. 2, p. 12.}.
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CainguÃ¡ â€” mbokÃ¡

Chirignano â€” mbÃ³ka.

Tapiete â€” mbÃ³lca.

GuajajÃ¡ra â€” mukÃ¡u.

MauÃ© â€” moucawe.

I/ingua Geial â€” niocÃ¡ua, mukawa.

Oyampi â€” mokawa.

v ApiacÃ¡ â€” mucÃ¡na (misprint for mucÃ¡ucrt)

The Chiriguano and Guarani in Paraguay, who must

have seen or heard of fire-arms as early as the beginning

of the i6th century, say mboca. And it is in the southern

part of the territory of the Guarani Indians that the natives

have words for fire-arms which most closely resemble the

Spanish or Portuguese boca. ' Further north along the R.

Amazon and its tributaries the word has altered more,

though it is still quite easily recognizable.

Apart from the Guarani there are a number of other

tribes with words for fire-arms which can derive from boca,

and which they probably got through their connections with

the Guarani-speaking Indians, e. g.

Ashluslay â€” mokÃ

thtosik.

GuaraÃ±oca â€” pokai.

ChanÃ© â€” mboca.

Coroado â€” bocawa.

CarajÃ¡ â€” bacawa.

CamÃ© â€” boque.

AparaÃ¯ â€” mocaoua.

Uirina â€” mocaua.

MandauÃ¡ca â€” mucÃ¡ua.

BarÃ© â€” mucÃ¡ua.

Baniva â€” mucÃ¡ua.

WapisiÃ¡na â€” makÃ¡ua.

We may assume that here, too, belong inaken and pos-

sibly bolga, the names for fire-arms used by the Guato and

BororÃ³ Indians respectively.
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Among these non-Guarani tribes it is the Coroado in S.

E. Brazil who have best preserved the original form of the

word. In the watershed of the Amazon it is most probably

the use of the Lingua Geral by the whites that contributed

to spread the term mocaua or mucaua for fire-arms.

North of the Amazon and east of the Orinoco most In-

dian tribes call fire-arms arcabuza or the like. This must be

from the Spanish arcabuz. The area where this word is used

forms an unbroken territory, and it is chiefly the Caribs

and Arawak who employ it. But right inside the aracabuza

area, the WapisiÃ¡na call a gun mukÃ¡ua. These Arawak tribe

evidently got their first knowledge of guns from the south.

Possibly the WapisiÃ¡na now live further north than former-

ly.1) No tribe south of the Amazon calls fire-arms araca-

buza or anything resembling it.

The Quichua and the Aymara call fire-arms yllapa. In

their speech this also means thunder, with which they thus

compared the wonderful new weapon used by the whites in

conquering their country. The Aymara have also another

word for fire-arms, kakhcha, which means thunder or light-

ning.

Words for fire-arms that are evidently to be derived

from yllapa, i. e. are borrowed from Quichuan or Aymaran,

are not to be found among many tribes. The Colorado say

ilapa, the Cayapa yliapan, the Campa iriapa, and the Yura-

cÃ¡re ilapa. These tribes are all neighbours of the Quichua.

The Mosetene, who still have and for a long time have had

connections with the Aymara, call fire-arms pererc. This is also

their word for thunder. In the same way the Araucanians

call both thunder and fire-arms talca.

On the Rio Orinoco, too, there are a number of tribes who

liken fire-arms to thunder or lightning. Such are the Guahi-

bo, PiarÃ³a, and SÃ¡liba. In the area of the Rio Negro the

word fire often forms an element in the name given by the

Indians to fire-arms.

') See KOCH-GRÃœNBERG (15) p. 219.

The Sipibo on the Ucayali call fire-arms tuahati, the
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CaxinauÃ¡ say tÃ´oiÃª, the YaminÃ¡ua tuÃ³ti, and the CaripunÃ¡

on the Rio Madera tÃ³Ã©te. All these tribes are Pano Indians.

It is evident that the three last-named tribes, at least, either

derived their knowledge of fire-arms from the same quarter,

or were in communication with each other after getting to

know of them.

Various tribes compare fire-arms with their own wea-

pons. Thus, the Mojo call both guns and blow-pipes apucuru-

no. As we have mentioned, they also call guns naeziporocu

caraionÃ´, which means the white man's bow. The Cocama

call guns mai-puna. According to RIVET, mai is white, and

puna a blow-pipe. The Paressi word for a gun is kSrtnatst.

ÐšÐ¾r' is an arrow in their language. The Choroti call both

gun and bow si-lujse. Further instances can be seen from the

tables below.
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Map

E.9. Abipon

n-etelr'anr'ei) Gu.

L. Q. (1).

l) * arco que an

flechasÂ» â€” - arre

F.2. Acawoi

arakoobsa C.

Hilhouse.

shooting bow.

D.3. AdzÃ¡neni

mukÃ¡uy A.

K. G. (14).

B.6. Amueixa chacchen ?

Sala.

FA. AparaÃ¯

mocaoua C.

Co. (2).

F.6. ApiacÃ¡

mucÃ¡na G.

CasteInau .

(Tapajos)

Ã•Ð¾Ð¼pÃ¡

Co. (4). \toupancÃ© = God

H. 5. ApinagÃª _coutes Ta.

M.

bow = coulay.

Â» oujacoro

Â»

G.4. Arara too-oum

C.

Co. (3).

C. 1 1 . Araucan Â¡ans talca ') I.

Luys de Valdi-

') thunder.

via.

F. 2. ArawakÂ« arabusa A.

M.

Â» (Surinam)

arrakabussa

Cr. (1).

E.3. ArecunÃ¡

aracabma C.

K. G. (5).

Â»

arrekobatsa

Thulin.

Â» alukapuidza

K. G. (14).

E.8. Ashluslay mokÃ

Hunt (2).

('.1. Atanques

kupipa

Chi.

Celedon (3).

F.3. Atorai

arakabusa A.

Schomburgk.

E.3. AuakÃ© +

alakapnsa I.

K. G. (14).

D.7. Aymara

yllapa Â»

thtosik M.
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(. Campa

iriapa -(amana-

A.

Sala.

tiri)

'. Ð¡Ð°Ñ€Ð¾Ñ…Ð¾

pipicoe, bibcoy

Goy.

M.

,5. ('â€¢arabo catoucou

Ta.

M.

6. CarajÃ¡

balcatm Cara.

M.

Â»

mÃ¢haÃ®iÃ

Krause.

2. Carib (Vene-

aracapuza

C.

T. A. (1).

zuela)

,

1. Carib (Ant.)

racaboÃºchou

Â»

Breton.

5. Cari pu nÃ¡

toÃ©tÃ©

P. R. (19).

S, Cariri

sada.

Cari. A. (6).

= Â«crever, se des-

1. Cat Â¡ana

paitipÃ¹ri

A. Stegelmann(2).

sÃ©cherÂ».

4. Cayapa

yltapan

Bar.

R. (2).

5. C-ayapo katokri<

Ta.

Kissenberth(2).

(Mekubeiiokre)

.7. CayapÃ³

atonÃ¡ Â»

M.

5. CaxinauÃ¡ ltÃ´otÃª, makawa P.

Abreu.

2. Chakes suchpeta C.

T. A. (2). from escopeta.

8. Chamacoco \po'lnau Z.

Boggiani (1). i

S. ChaÃ±Ã© mbÃ³oa G. (A).

X.

6. Chavante puna, ouanou Ta.

M.

,6. Cherente tou-a-nou Â»

M.

Â» comican-soanan

Oliveira. comican, k'mican =!

Â» , k'micamoanan
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A.3. Esmeralda

mu-tucsele

I.

Seier.

G.2. GaIibi

aracabmiN.Â«Â«

C.

M., Cr. (1).

C.l. Goajiro

kat-kousr

A.

Jahn.

Â»

karkÃ¡usu.

Celedon (1).

F.7. Guachi -h

ta -ai

Gu.

M.

D.3. GuahÃbo

yamuhato I.

Chaff anjon.

Â»

iamacifa

Stradelli.

iamachÃ¨ = thund

Â»

yamajto

T. A. (1).

Â»

yamahÃ©lo

K. G. (14).

i

yamaxe'to

Â»

I.4. (ÃuajajÃ¡rn

mukÃ¡u 1 G.

Kissenberth(2).

F.8. GuanÃ¡ (Chaco)

maÃ³Ã¡ Mas.

Com ingcs.

Â» almantÃ¡

Â»

F.7. Guana kaboat-inbolcai >. A.

M.

F.9. Guarani (Ð

arÐ°-'Ñ‚Ð¿Ð›Ð¾ÐµÑ• G.

Restivo.

guay)

irÃ¼tocÃºlm. Â¡ioca-

Ruiz de Mon-

ba

toya.

Â»

Â»

Vogt.

E. 7. GuaraÃ±oca

pokai Z.

Steinbach.

E. 2. Guarauno

aracaltouw . Ã.

Cr. (1).

(Warrau)

10.J

. Tribe
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>. Lengua (Enima-

wi-tahÃ©nit

Mas.

Hunt (2).

ga)

4. Lingua geral

mocÃ¡ua

G.

T. A. (1).

Â»

mukawa

Ta te vin.

i

1.9. Lule

fitÃ¡lpÃ©

I.

Machoni.

.7 MacuÃ±i

bibcoi

Ta.

M.

L3. Macusi akaruschÃ¡ C.

K. G. (5).

Â» \aracabucÃ¡

Â»

Â»

arakabusÃ¡

Ðš. G. (14).

Â» arcabuza

Â»

>.'!. Mai pure eno

A.

Gilij.

7 Malali \poÃ³

Ta.

M.

\poÃ¯ = arrow.

.

'Ð›. MandauÃ¡ca mucÃ¡ua

A.

T. A. (1).

i

*

mukÃ¡ua

K. G. (14).

J>. Manetenery

chitschicsi Â»

Stegelmann (Â¿)

Â¡.2. Mapoyo

caracfrÐ¼za

C.

T. A. (1).

L3. Maquiritare

arukudie

Â».

K. G. (14).

(YekuanÃ¡)

arukehÃºsa

Â»

LK. Mataco

nolÃ©chÃ©j

M.
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C.3. PiapÃ³co

Ã©eno

A.

T. A. (1).

Â»

Ã¯n(u)

K. G. (14).

D.3. PiarÃ³a

cuumpema

SÃ¡l.

T. A. (1).

Â»

cuhupe

Chaff an j on.

cÃ³hope = thuncle

Â»

kÃ¹(um)zÃ

nÃ

K. G. (14).

(T. A.).

Â»

ko(o)zÃ¡na

Â»

C.4. Pioje

tÃºacapo

Tu.

Simson.

D.3. PuinÃ¡ve

tÃ¡hat

Pui.

T. A. (1).

Â»

t&d

K. G. (14).

I.8. Puri

baÃ¼Ã¡h

Goy.

M.

Â»

bÃ³ah

Noronha

Torregao.

C.etc. Quichua

Ð¨aÑ€a 1)

I.

Sala.

') illapa = thum

Â»

yttapa

Thomas.

C.3. SÃ¡liba

buiduba

SÃ¡l.

T. A. (1).

buide = lightnin

Â»

puidiva

Fabo.

+ SaparÃ¡

uyÃ¡lakapusÃ¡n

C.

K. G. (14).

E.3. SchirianÃ¡ +

tSalfÃkÃyÃ

I.

lcndhÃ
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Author

Notes

I. WapisiÃ¡na makowa A.

Â¡

Farabee.

Â» mukÃ¡ua

K. G. (14).

- \VayumarÃ¡ arakahusÃ¡ C.

K. G. (14).

--

S. Vejo 'lutsij M.

Hunt (1). lut-tsÃ©S = bow, (N).

4. YahÃºna ptka Tu.

K. G. (12). Ñ€Ð¨ = fire.

5. YaminÃ¡ua

tuÃ³ti P.

Stegelmann(l).

f. Yaruro

turnearÃ¡ I.

T. A. (1).

I. Yauapery

iiiiii-IIIKI C.

Payer.

!

3. YauarÃ¡na arakÃ¡pusa Â»

K. G. (14).

Â» arakÃ¡busa

l

Â» aracapuza

T. A. (1).

I. Ya v itero

mucÃ¡ua

A.

T. A. (1).

*. YukÃºna +

siÃ¡, si yÃ¡

Â»

K. G. (10).

tsiÃ¡ = fire.

Â»

sei Ã³ ,

M.

r YupÃºa

pea

Tu.

K. G. (12).

piele = fire;

see YahÃ¼na.

7. YuracÃ¡re

ilapa

I.

A. (3).

from the Quichua.

5. Yuruna

acapa

G.

Co; (3).

from mbocaba?

4. Zaparo

imyakuna%a

I.

R. (3).

Â»

imakÃ¡na

Â»

ÑŽ6
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CHAPTER VII.

Indian Words for their ÃŸrand*new Implement,

the Scissors

Scissors are also mentioned among CABOT'S and MAGEL-

LAN'S articles of barter. To the Indians, scissors were quite

a novelty. When they sought to compare them with some-

thing they already possessed, they chose objects as different

from them as. for instance, the piranha-fish, the sharp teeth

of which were also used by the Indians for cutting their hair.

If we cast a glance at the Map of names for scissors, we

shall find that the Guarani in Paraguay, the Chiriguano in

the western Chaco, and the Oyampi and Emerillon in Guiana

have the same word, yÃ©tapa, for scissors. This is very re-

markable, for in the Lingua Geral the word for scissors is

piranha, and thus the resemblance between the words used

by these tribes, so distant from one another, cannot be ex-

plained by influence from the Lingua Geral. Yetapa has

nothing in common with the Spanish or Portuguese words

for scissors.

From what follows we shall also see that quite possibly

the wide distribution of the word yetapa for scissors can be

accounted for by extensive post-Columbian migrations on

the part of the Guarani. The Guana call scissors yutaapa,

which must point to their having made their first acquain-

tance with scissors through the Guarani in Paraguay.

In Guiana the name erachi and similar names for scis-

sors have a wide distribution, e. g. the Oyana and the Apa-

raÃ¯ say erachi, the Maquiritare say uerashi, the Tamanaco

veracci, the Caribs on the lower Rio Orinoco uerasi, and those

in the Lesser Antilles chirachi.

In the Lingua Geral, as we have mentioned, scissors are

compared with the piranha-fish. The PÃ¡ez compare scis-

sors with a bird (Milvulus tyrannus), the tail-feathers of

which are scissorlike, and call the new implement, like

the bird, pctcnzÃº.
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LmRiiistic i
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stock

Map

E.9. Abipon

nichajaganat

Gu. L. Q. (1).

Â»

tatÃ¡ganat

Â»

Â»

n-apiaganat

Â»

Â»

/atagan

t

F.2. Acawoi '.marea

C.

Goeje (2).

Â» Â»Ðº' r Â¡

Schomburgk.

D.2. Achagua +

A. Ernst (l).

machete = Ð¸ w - m<

I.Ã–. Acroamirim cubcanna

Ð¢Ð°. 1Ð¼.

â€¢

D.3. AdzÃ¡neni maÃÃV

A. K. G. (14).

Ð¡. 14. Alakaluf afta'rc

I. Cooper p. 19.

B.(i. Amueixa cuchill

? Sala.

B.3. Andaqui sokorosi

I. ,R. (13).

machete = ben i

F.4. AparaÃ¯ iiiaria

C. iGoeje (1).

Â» la lo

Cr. (1).

F.6. ApiacÃ¡ ita-zou

G.

Co. (4).

(Tapajos)

Â» -su

M.

Â»

tajui

GuimarÃ¤es.

H.5. ApinagÃª

Ã±apÃ³

Ta.

M.

G.4. Arara

Â¡xm-ileptÃ©

C. Co. (3).

D.5. ArauÃ¡ Ð³Ð¼Â¡-Ñ‚Ð¾aÐ³aÐ³Ð¸

A.

Chandles.s (1).

Ð¡ÐŸ. Araucanians rnu>,huymi

,

!.. do la Grasseric

Â¡ (2).

F.2. Arawaks jadolle

A. ,Cr. (1).

Â» yadolla

Schomburgk.
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BororÃ³

iariga \ I. St, (3).

'

Â»

tÃ¶riga MissÃ¢o

Salesiana.

Botokuds

karake

Ta. M.

Â»

krack-gning- Â»

\. BuhÃ¡gana +

nine

yoÃ¤lehi

Tu. K. Ci. (12).

L Cadiueo

n-odÃ¤j(o)

Gu.
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CHAPTER IX.

Notes on the Map of the Words used by the

Indians for Needles.

The sewing-needle, or rather the needle with an eye, is

also one of the cultural elements that existed in America be-

fore the Discovery, but to the distribution and employment

of which the whites contributed in a high degree. In wes-

tern S. America pre-Columbian graves have yielded needles

of copper, bone, wood, and spines. It is still chiefly in the

districts bordering on the old territory of the Inca Empire

that we find needles made by the Indians themselves.

Among CABOT'S articles of barter there is no mention of

needles. GoNNEViLLE1) took with him, on his voyage to

Brazil in 1503â€”1505, a great quantity of needles. Already

then, no doubt, European needles were an article for which

there was a great demand among the Indians, just as there

is to-day. In El Gran Chaco I have bartered away quan-

tities of needles. They were of a big type, and were prob-

ably used to a great extent as awls. MONTES, who managed

CABOT'S barterings in S. Brazil, supplied the Indians with

awls, not needles. With his intimate knowledge of the In-

dians, MONTES knew how to supply them with what they

wanted.

The majority of Arawaks and Caribs in Guiana and on

the lower Rio Orinoco call a needle acusa or the like. The

Oyampi and Emerillon say cacoussa, and the Guarauno

akosa. These are evidently slight variants of the Spanish

aguja.

Most interesting, perhaps, of the names on the Map is

') P. 91.
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Ñ•Ñˆ and the words like it. We find it among a number of

Guarani tribes and among several Arawak tribes in Rio

Negro. The Lingua Geral no doubt helped in its distribu-

tion.

The Guarani Indians in Paraguay call a needle yu or

yuqua. Yu also means a spine, in which sense it has a wide

distribution even among the Guarani Indians who call a

needle aui or the like. A spine in the Lingua Geral is yu.

Also the Chiriguano, the Guarani-ized ChanÃ© and Tapiete,

and the Pauserna Indians call a needle yu. At least the two

first-named tribes also call a spine yu. Among the Guarani

Indians in Paraguay yuqua means a spine with a hole in it.

The Quichua call a needle siracuna or yauri. For a

spine they say quisca. The Aymara use the same word,

phichaca or phccacha for both needle and spine. In their

tongue yauri means copper.

The question arises whether the Quichuan yauri has

anything to do with the Guarani word aui. Even a form

yaoui occurs east of the Andes, though among the Carib

AparaÃ¯, who must have borrowed the word from the Gua-

rani.

As we shall see from the following, several other tribes

have similar words for spine and needle, as is quite natural.
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Notes to the Map showing the Words used by

the Indians for Fishshooks.

Fish-hooks were known in S. America, especially in the

\vest part of the continent, before the Discovery. They have

been frequently unearthed during archaeological excavations.

Bone fish-hooks were already mentioned by COLUMBUS')

from the West Indies. From the Amoipiras, a Tupi tribe

on the Brazilian coast, SOARES DE SOUZA*) mentions fish-

hooks of spines. LERY3) also mentions these latter, and says

how eager the Indians were to get European fish-hooks of

iron. From Upper Amazonas several authors speak of fish-

hooks which, to judge by the material, were presumably ge-

nuine Indian ones. The earliest statement I know from

there about fish-hooks is in HKRiARTE's4 excellent little

book. He says that the Capinas (1639) had bone fish-hooks.

I/ADRiLLERO5 1557â€”I55& found wooden fish-hooks among

the Indians near Cabo Ochavarlo in southern Chile.

Nowadays genuine Indian fish-hooks are extremely rare.

In books I have consulted about the Indians of S. America

I know of no representation of a genuine modern Indian

fish-hook save one that represents a hook I had myself col-

lected among the Tambopata-Guarayo in Peru. No modern

fish-hooks of Indian make are to be found, as far as I know,

in the museums, except the one just referred to and one

obtained by OTTO NORDENSKJÃ–LD among the Campa

') NAVARRETE T. I. p. 192.

2) P. 347 (R. T. 1851)

') T. 2, p. 7.

Â«) P. 60.

>) CORTÃ‰S HOJEA p 518.
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must bear in mind that it is a general opinion that small-pox

was first introduced into the New World by the whites.

CIEZA DE LEON1) says it was small-pox that ravaged

the country, and that 200,000 people died. According to

him, this was in 1526, the same year that BARTOLOMÃ‰ Ruiz

made his famous survey along the coast of Ecuador.

SARMIENTO DE GAMBOA Ð³) also speaks of this pestilence,

Â«virguelas y sarampionÂ», which came from the south. When

HUAYNA CAPAC was in Quito, he heard that the pestilence

had broken out in Cuzco. Shortly before this, one of HUAYNA

CAPAC'S chieftains, YASCA, led a campain against the

Chiriguano, and afterwards disbanded his army and return-

ed to Cuzco. It is therefore highly probable that it was Yas-

ca's troops who brought the illness with them from the Chiri-

guano, who in their turn had got it from Europeans in the east.

According to SARMIENTO DE GAMBOA, it was affirmed

by some that HUAYNA CAPAC died of fever, others that it

was of Â«virguelasÂ» and Â«sarampionÂ». He gives 1524 as the

year of his death.

SALCAMAYHUA3) also says that the Sarampion pesti-

lence came from the south, from Cuzco to Quito. He rela-

tes that a messenger came in a black cloak, and gave the

Inca a covered pot, from which, when it was opened, there

flew things like butterflies and bits of paper, and that this

was the Sarampion pestilence. Within two days the Inca's

general, MIHACNACAMAYTA, and many other chieftains died

with their faces full of eruption. When the Inca saw this

he had a stone chest made, into which he crept, and covered

the chest with a stone. A week later the Indians took out

his decayed body. As we see, SALCAMAYHUA had heard the

story of the pestilence fantastically embroidered.

') (2) Chapt. LXVIII.

2) P. 109â€”in.

') P 307.
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A.

M.

Â»

bÃºddehi

Cr. (1).

E.3. ArecunÃ¡

HkÃ¡pc

C.

K. G. (14).

C.6. Atsahuaca

huara^ntay

P.

R. (19), N. (see

needle).

E.3. AuakÃ©

kunÃ±dÂ¿i

I.

K. G! (14).

,0.7. Aymara

sullkoÃ±a

Â»

Bertonio.

D.3. Ban iva

potessi

A.

T. A. (1).

Â»

bod<Jti

K. G. (10).
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On _, .,

Fish-hook

Linguistic Authors and

stock Â¡ Notes

E.I. Carib (Ant.)

IcÃ©oÃ¼e ') C.

Breton.

Â»

ouboÃºte 2)

Â»

1) in thc speech

of the men.

2)of the women.

E.2. Carib

couai

Â»

T. A. (1).

(Venezuela)

C.3. Carijona

kebei

Â»

R. (13).

J.5. Cariri

yacrorÃ³

Cari.

M.

D.6. Cavina

vica

Tac.

L. Q. (4).

A.4. CayÃ¡pa

vÃ©ngula

Bar.

W. L.

H.5. CayapÃ³

ajo ')

Ta.

Kissenberth.

') from the Por-

tuguese word

anzol?

C. 5. CaxinauÃ¡

mix'kiiÃ©

P.

Abreu.

Â»

xoamatÃ©

Â»

Ð•.8. Chamacoco \cansu'0ni)

Z.

Boggiani (1).

Â»

cusciÃ¡ba

Â»

') from the Spa-

nish word an-

a

zuelo. (Bog-

giani).

E.8. ChanÃ©

pinda G. (A.)

N.

G.8. Chavante

Ã³ritÃ³g I.

v. Ihering (2).

(S. Paulo)

D.I. Chayma
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Â°ÐŸ Tribe

Fish-hook

Linguistic Â¡ Authors and

stock Notes

E.8. Choroti

nka'nat

M.

Hunt (2).

E.8. Chulupi

corit

Lulean ?

Gilij.

(Vuela)

G. 4. Cocama

manypmra

G.

K. G. (14).

Â» manipiara

R. (7).

\ Â»

yatÃ¶ka-pina

Â»

B.4. Colorado

berÃº

Bar.

R. (2).

C. 5. Conibo

misquiti

P.

Marcoy (2).

C.Ð—. Correguaje

pito

Tu. Â¡R. (9).

Ð•.7. CotoxÃ³

kediahÃ¡ie

Ta.

M.

(S. Pedro

d' Alean tara)

H. 6. CraÃ´s

rentchÃ³

Â»

Sampaio.

I.4. CrengÃªs agucÃ¯lrcy

Â»

N. U. (1).

+ CrichanÃ¡

conochi

C.

R, (1).

E.I. Cumanagoto

houtohuetopo

Â»

Yangues.

houto = fish.

D.3. DesÃ¡na

u(e)heriru

Tu. IK. G. (12).

(see needle).

+ ErÃºlia

uÃ©(i)uchedya

Â» K. G. 12.

A.3. Esmeralda

raquivili

I. Â¡W. L.

G.2. Galibi

onke

C. Ð¡Ñ‚. (1).
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On

, , i Linguistic

Fish-hook

Authors end

;M.e.

stock

Notes

G. 8. Ingain

mri

Ta.

Vogt.

Â»

â€¢manyÃ©

Â»

Â»

meniÃ±ae

Ambrosetti (2).

Â»

mriÃ©

Â»

Â»

miringuÃ©

Â»

+ IngarieÃ³

konoig

C.

K. G. (14).

D.5. IpurinÃ¡

tsape

A.

K. G. (11).

E.3. IpurucotÃ³

conochi

C.

B. R. (1).

(PurucotÃ³)

kanodÂ¿i

Ðš. G. (14).

Ð‘.6. Itonama

nirÃ³be

i. ;R (26), N.

B.4. JÃvaro

tsaÃºn

Â» Rarsten.

K. believes

that it derives

from the Spa-

,

nish word Ñ•Ð¸-

Â¡

zuelo.

+ KaliÃ¡na pidridzin

Â»

K. G. (14).

F.2. Kalina kowai

Ðž

K. G. (6).

+ KarapanÃ¡

wai wÃ©rike Tu.

K. G. (12).

+ KarÃºtana

Â» itza

noitsale A. K. G. (10).

T. A. (1).

D.3. KatapolÃtani "idza Â»

K. G. (10).

C.3. KobÃ©ua

hahÃ³ai,hahÃ³aio Tu. K. G. (12).

Â»
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On Tribe

Fish-hook

Linguistic

stock

Authors and

Notes .

D.4. MakÃº

(Rio Curicuriary

Ð«Ð¸(')

Pui. K. G. (13).

Â» TiquiÃ©

(n)dÃ¡(e)

Â»

Â» Papury)

5yÃ§tp(Ã

Â»

)n

D.3. MandauÃ¡ca

tauali

A.

K. G. (14).

Â»

tÃ¡uari

T. A. (1).

D.2 Mapoyo

pihuÃ©

C. T. A. (1).

D.3 Maquiritare

anete

Â» T. A. (1).

(YekuanÃ¡)

anÃ§lr, anete

K. G. (14).

E.8. Mataco

pi-ya-tp

M.

N.

F.4. MauÃ©

pina

G.

Co. (4).

C.4. MiraÃ±a

pihr-koa

G. (?)

R. (11).

E.9. Mocovi

koina

Gu.

A. (1).

D.7. Mojo

enirobÃ¨

A.

Marban.

Â»

enirosi

Â»

D. 7. Mosetene

yovi

Mos.

Armentia (3).

F. 5. MundurucÃº

pignan

G.

Co. (4).

E.4. MÃºra

barihi

I.

K. G. (14).

G.6. NahuquÃ¡

- â€”

Map
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M" Tribe

Fish-hook

Linguistic

stock

Authors and

Notes

Ð¡. etc. Quichua

yaurina

I.

Holguin.

*

pinta, coicana

Thomas.

Â»

yaurina, hach-

Torres Rubio.

huna,

Â» (Olivenza)

pinta, yaurina

M. .

Â»

Â»

Sala.

Â» (Chinchai-

Â»

Figueredo.

suyo)

C.3. SÃ¡liba

Ãºpeje

Â»

T. A. (1).

Â»

upagÃ©

Fabo.

+ SaparÃ¡

kdnoi

c.

K. G. (14).

E.3. SchirianÃ¡

txalakÃ¡na

I.

K. G. (14).

B.5. Sipibo

mixquiti

T>

St. (5).

D.3. Siusi T

Ãtsa

A.

K. G. (10).

F.8. Suhin

walkainusus

M.

Hunt (2).

+ Sara

hoxtÃ¡ee

Tu.

K. G. (12).

E.2. Tamanaco

covÃ©i

C.

Gilij.

D.6. T(ambopata)

hayseu

Tac.

X.

Guarayo

E.8. TapÃete
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" Tribe Fish-hook

Linguistic

Authors and

Map

stock

Notes

-f TuyÃºka

uhrdika

Tu.

K. G. (12).

+ Uaiana

uhfriaka

Â»

K. G. (12).

Â»

uheriaga

Â»

Â»

urrÃgr

Â»

+ Uaikana ÑƒaÑ†(i)ÑƒÐµÐ´Ðµ

Â»

K. G. (12).

Â» yuyeye

i

-f- UanÃ¡na 2/f"i/"> ycti'ffu *

K. G. (12).

Â» Ð³Ð¾Ð´a

\./

Â»

D.3. UarekÃ©na halÃ¡uasi A.

K. G. (10).

Â» jambasi

T. A. (1).

C.4. UitÃ³to

fagosi Ui.

K. G. (7).

Â»

fakairasi Whiffen.

F.3. WapisiÃ¡na kubÃ¡u

A.

K. G. (14).

Â» coubaoue

Co. (I).

+ WayumarÃ¡ konotÃ©i C.

K. G. (14).

E.8. Vejo <Â»meÂ¿ M.

Hunt (1).

Â» nijyat

Â»

Â»

quinag-fhognon

(d'Orbignv).

D.4. YahÃºna +

Â¡ÑŽ1Ã¡

Tu.

K. G. (12).

spine =po(x)tÃ¡.

D. 5. Yamamadi bidani

A.

Ehrenreich.

C.6. Yamiaca huaras^ntay

P.

R. (19), N.

D.2. Yaruro amayÃ³

I.

T. A. (1).

D.3. YauarÃ¡na

Ã¡nte, Ã¡nte

CHAPTER XL
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Summary.

A Comparison between the Maps published in this Volume.

By means of the investigations set forth in the fore-

going pages we have seen that the Quichua and Aymara

Indians got to know a number of European cultural ele-

ments through the cast of the continent, the Atlantic

coast, before these tribes were Â«discoveredÂ» by PiZARROfrom

the west. The objects which, in this manner, first reached

the Inca Empire from the east, were domestic fowls, and

European fish-hooks. From the same quarter they pro-

bably also became acquainted for the first time with iron

and small-pox.

The wide distribution enjoyed by the Quichua Indi-

ans' word for fowls, atahuallpa or its variants, on the Rio

Ucayali and the Upper Amazons, shows what considerable

trade connections the Incas had in that direction in the

period before, or shortly after, the conquest of their country

by the Spaniards, a fact which is confirmed by writings

dating from the time of the Discovery. No other European

cultural elements have enjoyed such a wide distribution

with a Quichua name as domestic fowls. The reason is

that they spread earlier than other European cultural

elements.

I have tried to prove historically that in the third

decade of the I6th century the Chiriguano emigrated to

districts round the Rio ParanÃ¡ and their present territory.

This is confirmed by the linguistic studies touched on above,

which show that they have the same names for the novel-

ties introduced at an early epoch by Europeans as the
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Guarani Indians in Paraguay. Traces of the route the

Chiriguano followed to the east can be seen, for instance,

among the Chiquitano Indians, who borrowed the words

for several post-Columbian cultural elements from the

Guarani, but in pre-Columbian times were rather influen-

ced by the Arawak.

Through the Portuguese using the Guarani language

as a kind of lingua franca, Â«Lingua GeralÂ», they possibly

contributed to the wide distribution of Guarani w^ords for

post-Columbian cultural elements. The immense spread

of certain post-Columbian words, however, cannot be in-

variably explained by the Lingua Geral, but only by the

extensive trekkings of the Guarani during the early part

of the 16th century.

The older writings tell of three great migrations of the

Guarani in the i6th century. The first is that of the Chiri-

guano, mentioned above, from the districts east of Rio

ParanÃ¡ to their present territory; the second is the so-

called Brazilian Indians' migration the whole length of the

Amazon River to Peru, which three hundred Guarani In-

dians reached in 1549 after severe sufferings and bloody

struggles. In this undertaking two Portuguese took part,

one of them being a certain ÐœÐ»Ñ‚Ð½Ð•Ðž.1) The third is the

migration mentioned by ACUÃ‘A, which led to the occupa-

tion of the socalled TupinambÃ¡ Island in the R. Amazon,

28 leguas below the mouth of Rio Madeira.

Traces of the first of these migrations are reflected,

as we have seen, on the map of names for the domestic

fowl, for the banana, and others. The second migration

has scarcely left any traces after it in the distribution of

names for European cultural elements. Nor did it lead

to any permanent settlements.

The third important migration, on the other hand,

') The writings about this migration, in which the Indians sought Â« the

land where one need not dieÂ», have been collocated by JIMENEZ DE I.A.

KSPADA in the Relaciones GeogrÃ¡ficas de Indias. Vol. 4.
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seems to point, like the first, to the track taken by certain

post-Columbian words. About this migration and the

occupation by the TupinambÃ¡ Indians of the island that

was called after them, AcuÃ‘A1) relates the following: â€” Â«It

is entirely peopled by the valiant Tupinambds, a people

of the Brazilian conquest, from the territory of Pernam-

buco. Many years ago they were subjected, and fled from

the severity with which the Portuguese treated them. So

great a number left their homes, that eighty-four villages,

where they lived, were left uninhabited at one time, there

was not a single creature left, out of the whole number,

that did not accompany them in their flight. They kept

skirting along the Cordilleras which, coming from the

Straits of Magellan, run along the whole of America, and

they crossed all the rivers that send their tribute to the ocean

in that direction. At length some of them reached the

Spanish frontiers of Peru, where there were settlers, near

the head waters of the river Madeira. They remained

with them some time, but, by reason of a Spaniard having

flogged one of them for killing a cow, they, taking advan-

tage of the river, all descended by its current, and finally

reached the island which they now inhabit.

These Indians speak the Â« L ingua Geral* of Brazil, which

also prevails amongst nearly all the tribes of the ParÃ¡ and

MaraÃ±on conquests. They say that there was such a mul-

titude of fugitives, that it was impossible to support them

all, and they divided over distant tracks, (at least nine

hundred leagues across), some peopling one land, some

another; so that all these Cordilleras must doubtless be full

of them. Â»

According to Ð•Ð¡Ð“Ð¥Ð• the TupinambÃ¡ consequently

went down the Rio Madeira. That they knew this route

follows from their having told ACUÃ‘A that it was the short-

est way to the rivers near the province of Potosi.

') I'-
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The study we have made of the distribution of the

post-Columbian word yctapa (scissors)1) points to the

veracity of ACUÃ‘A's story of the great Guarani migration.

We are not, however, on that account forced to belive ev-

ery detail, e. g. that the starting-point was Pernambuco.

The wide distribution of, for instance, paco, pacoba,

or similar words for a banana, and mboca, mocaua, or the

like for fire-arms, cannot be attributed exclusively to

the spread of the Lingua Geral, and the true explanation

is no doubt the extensive migrations of the Guarani Indi-

ans during the i6th century. These names for the new

post-Columbian cultural elements must have originated

in one locality and then been spread about by Indian mi-

grations and trade.

The Guarani Indians on the upper Rio XingÃº remain-

ed undisturbed by the post-Columbian Guarani migra-

tions. To judge by the few post-Columbian words known

from the TapirapÃ© these Indians must have had con-

nections with other Guarani when they obtained domestic

fowls, but later, when bananas and European fish-hooks

spread across the continent, these connections must have

been severed. They got the new things from the Caraja.2)

The Omagua and the Cocama were also affected very

little, or not at all, by these migrations. Their words for

the post-Columbian cultural elements are not taken, from

other Guarani Indians or from the Lingua Geral. We have

seen that they obtained fowls and the name for them from

the west. They have not even the widely distributed word

paco or pacoba for the banana.

While most of the Guarani Indians, from Paraguay

rigth up to Guiana, have similar words for the banana

(paco, pacoba)', for fire-arms (mboca, mocaba, etc), for needle

') See Map VII.

2) On the other hand, they have names used by most of the other

Guarani Indians for pre-Columbian things, such as the sweet potato, rod

pepper, tobacco, and Indian corn.
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(am, etc), for knife (quise, etc), and for scissors (yetapa),

their names for domestic fowls are quite different in dif-

ferent localities. My explanation of this is that fowls were

spread by various routes and at an earlier stage than other

post-Columbian cultural elements. Fowls reached the

Guarani Indians living in Lower Amazonas before the great

Guarani migration from south to north had taken placeâ€”

the one referred to by ACUÃ‘A. In this connection I have

drawn up a Table of the various words used by the differ-

ent Guarani tribes for fowls, bananas, and fire-arms.

Tribe

BnnÃma Fire-nrms

Hen

i

pacovÃ¡ mucÃ¡na, toupÃ¡nambÃºHnga

Â¡

AplacÃ¡

CainguÃ¡

mbokÃ¡

urÃº

ChanÃ©

mbÃ³ca

uru i

Chipaya

pakoÂ« rumarÃº, fucÃ¡pa

1

Chiriguano pacoba mbÃ³ka

uru, takarÃ©o

CocaÃna

panara ,mai-puna

(cock)

Emerillon

paco

aracabousa

fnassacara

GuajajÃ¡ra

pakova

Ñ‚ Ñ† bin

sapukai

Guarani (Par.) 'pacoba

mboca, pocÃ¡ba

uruguaÃ§u

Lingua G e ral :pacoa

mocÃ¡ua

sapukaya

ÐœauÃ©

pacoa

moucawe

Ð¾ua'Ñ€acÃ¡

MundurucÃº

bacovÃ¡, acoupa

ouroumbaron

ouitacarÃ¡

Omagua panero

ataualy

Â» banala

â€¢ Ð› Ñƒ

Oyampi bacou'e, paco

mokaira

masmcara

Â»

baco

PausÐµrÐ¿Ð¿

pÃ¡co

tacura

TapÃete

mbÃ³ka

uru

TapirapÃ© fjÃ¤tÃ¡, letÃ

umÃ

.
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the same word, or a like word, for indisputably post-Colum-

bian cultural elements. There cannot consequently have

been any connection between the Caribs south and

north of the Amazon after the introduction of these new

things. Presumably it was the settlement of the Guarani

Indians on the Amazon that broke off this connections.

For pre-Columbian cultural elements, on the other hand,

the Caribs north and south of the Amazon have words in

common, i. e. for Indian corn, tobacco, red pepper, and

the sweet potato.

In the north-east of S. America various Carib and

several Arawak tribes have words in common for the new

or partly new cultural elements. Such are aracabusa or the

like for fire-arms, tcipirari or the like for iron, acousa or

the like for needle, mari or the like for knife, gariwina or

the like for fowls. These words, as well as paruru, which

is only used by the Caribs for the banana, have in the main

a very similar distribution.

Of these words it appears, as we have seen from what

was stated above, that mari and siparali were originally

Arawak words, paruru Carib, and the others Spanish.

It is only for post-Columbian cultural elements that

the Caribs and Arawaks in Guiana commonly have the

same words. I know of no word for a pre-Columbian cul-

tural element that has a distribution corresponding to

tcipirari or the like for iron, or to mari or the like for knife.

The Spanish words arcabuz, aguja, and gallina

must have reached Guiana as early as the i6th century, since

the Spanish influence there was much greater then than in

the i7th century and subsequently, when the Dutch, the

Knglish, and the French had established themselves in that

country.1)

As KARL v. D. STEINEN has already pointed out, the

') On the Spanish colonies in Guiana see Â«The Case of the United

States of Venezuela before the Tribunal of Arbitration. Â» Vol. I. New York,
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Carijona must have had connections in post-Columbian

times with the Caribs in Guiana, since they have words in

common with them for bananas, which were introduced into

S. America in post-Columbian times. For fowls they have

also a similar word, corotoco. For fire-arms, needles, and

knives, on the other hand, these far westerly Caribs have

different words from their kinsmen in the north-east. Pre-

sumably they became acquainted with fowls, and also

bananas, at an earlier period, when they had connections

with their kinsmen in Guiana, whereas knives, needles and

fire-arms were not introduced till later, when these con-

nections had been severed.

As the people living between the two have other words

for the assuredly post-Columbian fowls and bananas, it

is highly probable that the Carijona emigrated to their

present territory in post-Columbian times. Otherwise

we could possibly explain the circumstance that the Cari-

jona have the same words for fowls and bananas as the

Caribs in Guiana, by trade connections.

There was actually an important trade route from the

coast of Guiana all the way to the Amazon, but it does not

seem to have contributed to the distribution of new words

for post-Columbian cultural elements. The reason may

possibly be that it was not so old as the words for the new

things. However it is already mentioned by ACUÃ‘A in 1641.

He writes1) that the Carabuyas Indians, who lived about

where the R. YapurÃ¡ (R. BasururÃi) flows into the Amazon,

had iron tools, such as axes, knives, and mattocks. Â«On

asking them carefully, through their language, whence

these things came, they answered that they bought them

of those Indians who, in this direction, are nearer the sea,

and that these received them from some white men like

ourselves, who use the same arms, swords, and arquebus-

ses, and who dwell on the sea coast. They added that these

>) p. ios
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white men could only be distinguished from ourselves

by their hair, which is all yellow. These are sufficient signs

that they are the Hollanders, who have possession of the

mouth of the Rio Dulce or Felipe. Â»

I have here assumed that within a large tract of the

Amazon territory the wide distribution of karaka or takara

as a name for fowls, can be explained by the extensive trade

journeyings of the Arawak at the beginning of the i6th

century. I also stated that owing to the migrations of the

Guarani and Carib Indians soon after the Discovery, these

trade connections were considerably restricted, which ex-

plains why no name for any other post-Columbian cultural

element has such a wide distribution as takara-karaka

for the domestic fowl. That the takara-karaka names

spread so extensively must have been due to the fact that

the fowls were widely spread in S. America earlier and more

rapidly than other European cultural elements. We must

remember that fowls multiplied quickly, for which, reason

they could be spread much quicker than, let us say, knives

and needles, of which there was but a limited number. The

banana, as we have said, reached America later than the

domestic fowl. No Arawak words for the banana have a

wide distribution, with the exception of the Spanish loan-

word plÃ¡tano.

The Arawak words for iron, tcipirari, and for knife,

mari, also enjoy a wide distribution, though not to the same

extent as takaraâ€”karaka for the fowl. The knowledge of

iron and of European knives must also have been spread

north of the Amazon by the extensive trade connections

of the Arawaks. Whether they had trade routes that

reached as far as Mojos, is perhaps doubtful, since possibly

the takara names there have an independent distribution

area.

If we study the maps in detail we can deduce many

other interesting observations from the distribution of the

words used for the post-Columbian cultural elements. I

have already called attention to a few. To these I will add
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a few observations.

For pre-Columbian cultivated plants, such as Indian

corn, sweet potatoes and pepper, the Pano tribes have

closely related or identical words all the way from the

Chacobo in Mojos to the Sipibo on the R. Ucayali. For

post-Columbian cultural elements the different Pano

tribes have, as a rule, different words in different districts,

which proves that these things reached them from differ-

ent quarters. It follows that when the Pano tribes be-

came acquainted with these post-Columbian cultural ele-

ments they must have been widely scattered, and have

had little connection with each other. A remarkable ex-

ception, however, is afforded by their word for fire-arms,

which evidently had a common origin from the CaripunÃ¡

on the R. Madeira right up to the Sipibo on the R. Ucayali.

The Sipibo and the CaxinauÃ¡ evidently got their post-

Columbian cultural elements from the same source; like-

M'ise the Chacobo and the Pacaguara.

While the Arawaks in the Rio Negro territory have

Spanish words for post-Columbian cultural elements,

such as paratana or the like for a banana, or Guarani words

such as mocaua for fire-arms, or Arawak words with a mark-

ed easterly distribution, such as siparali for iron, and

mari for knife, the Tukano tribes in N. W. Brazil have

words that are evidently not borrowed from Spanish, nor

from the Lingua Geral, nor from the Arawak.' They seem

â€¢ to have invented the names in their own area, or possibly

got them from the west. Thus, for banana the DesÃ¡na,

BuhÃ¡gana and others say oho, the Correguaje and Tama

say oo, the KobÃ©ua ole, and the PÃ¡ez tolo.

I have drawn up a number of other maps of the In-

dian words for various cultural elements, which do not

appear in this volume. Opportunity may possibly offer

of publishing them on some future occasion. They are

for the most part maps of pre-Columbian cultural elements.
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For my part I should like to see maps of Indian words for

all the more important cultural elements. Such maps

would undoubtedly throw much light on the pre-Colum-

bian migrations and trade routes. In starting with the

post-Columbian cultural elements I think I have done

rightly, for in studying the migration routes of the post-

Columbian cultural elements in S. America we have been

able to combine linguistic studies with literary statements

from the period of the Discovery.
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"â€¢: indicates that the vowel is nasalized.
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( ): indicates a greatly reduced vowel, at times almost

b, d, g, k, tn, n, p, r, s, t: as in G.

ch = [Â£]: as Sp. ch.

-J = [dz]: as It. g(i) in giorno; a voiced palatal affricative

A: as in G. haben.

h: strongly aspirated, guttural, between A and %, like

Sp. /.

x, X' guttural fricative, articulated at the posterior pa-

late, and reminding now of Sp. /, now of G. ch in Nacht,

x, %: like G. ch in nicht, softly articulated.

/â€”: a sound between 1 and r, like the rolled Polish /,

inclining now to /, now to r.

{*, Td\: sounds between r and d, inclining now to the

one, now to the other.

*â€¢; sharp lingual r, in Wapisianan occasionally resem-

bling rÂ¿ (a supradental r).

A: G. ng in Engel,

p: between p and /.

z: soft s sound (voiced s)

Â¿: Fr. /. in jcter.

â€¢v: Fr. ch in chercher.

z: very soft, articulated with point of tongue against

upper incisors, resembling but not identical with E. th.

y. intermediate sound between p. f, and A, like an /

softly aspirated.

(1) KOCH-(GRÃœNBERG), Th. Die ApiakÃ¡-Indianer. (Z. f. E.

1902). [Ph.]

(2) â€” Die Mascoi-Gruppe. (M. A. G. W. 1902).

w â€” English w.

Ã± = palatalized n (French'ignorer.)

Ã = isch.

After BOGGIANI.

Ã¨ = open e.

5Ð¶ = s with tongue pressed against the gum.

jh = Spanish j.
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A small letter to the right of another indicates that

the first sound tends towards the latter.

(3) - - Die GuaikurÃº-Gruppe. (M. A. G. W. 1903.)

[*â€¢ is a sound between r and ch, a soft guttural fricative,

produced by rounded tongue vibration.]

After BoGGiAÃ®a.

r = guttural r.

(4) KOCH-GRÃœNBERG, TH. Les Indiens Ouitotos. (J S.

S. A. P. 1906.)

(5) -â€” and HÃœBNER, GEORG. Die Makuschi und WapisiÃ¡na.

Z. f. E. 1908.) [Port., G. and Ph.]

(6) â€” Die HianÃ¡koto-UmÃ¡ua (Anthropos 1908.)

(7) â€” Die UitÃ³to-Indianer. (J. S. A. P. 1910). [a = French

at or Ã¨ in pÃ¨re.]

(8) â€” and GEORG HÃœBNER. Die Yauapery. (Z. f. E. 1907)

[G.]

(9) â€” Die MirÃ¡nya (Z. f. E. 1910.) [Ñ• : nearly as German Â«.]

(no) â€” Aruak-Sprachen. (M. A. G. W. 1911.)

(n) â€” Ein Beitrag zur Sprache der IpurinÃ¡-Indianer (J.

S. A. P. 1914.)

(12) â€” BetÃ³ya-Sprachen Nord Westbrasiliens und der angren-

zenden Gebiete. (Anthropos 1915â€”1916.)

(13) â€¢â€” Die MakÃº. (Anthropos 1906.)

(14) â€” Letter from.

(15) â€” Die VÃ¶lkergruppierung zwischen Rio Branco, Ori-

noco, Rio Negro und YapurÃ¡. (Festschrift EDUARD

SELER, Stuttgart 1922.)

KRAUSE FRITZ. In den Wildnissen Brasiliens. Leipzig 1911.

[Ph. after MEINHOF IN NEUMAYER. Anleitung zu wis-

senschaftliche Beobachtungen auf Reisen. Third Edi-

tion. Vol. 2.]

1: Ð° sound between 1 and r.

u: between Ð¸ and Ð¾.

KUPFER. Die Cayapo-Indianer in der Provinz Matto-Gros-

so (Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fÃ¼r Erdkunde zu Berlin.

Berlin 1870.) [G.]

LADRILLERO (See CORTÃ‰S HOJEA.)
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LAET, JOANNE DE. Novus Orbis. Lugd. Batav. 1633.

[Dutch].

L. Q. â€” LAPONE QUEVEDO.

(1) LAFONE QUEVEDO, SAMUEL A. Idioma AbipÃ³n. Bue-

nos Aires 1897. [Chiefly Sp]..

(2) â€” La lengua Vilela Ã³ Chulupi. (B. I. G. A. 1895). [Sp].

(3) â€” La lengua Leca. (Anales de la Sociedad Cientifica.

Argentina. Buenos Aires 1905.) [Sp.]

(4) â€” Arte y vocabulario de la lengua cavineÃ±a. (R. M.

P. 1906.) [Sp.].

(5) ~ Vocabulario Mocovi-EspaÃ±ol fundado en los del

P. TAVOIJNI. (R. M. P. 1892.) [Sp. Ph.]

(6) â€” Vocabulario Castellano-Toba por el Padre BAR-

CENA. (R. M. P. 1896.) [Sp.]

LANGE, ALGOT. The lower Amazon. New York and Lon-

don 1914. [Port. (?) Ph].

LARES, JOSE, IGNACIO. Vocabularios Indigenas. (De Re

Indica. Caracas 1918.) [Sp.]

W. L. â€” WALTER LEHMANN. [Words quoted here from

W. L.'s comparative lists are transcribed on a Spanish

basis, with one or two exceptions.]

LEHMANN, WALTER. Zentral-America. Vol. I. Berlin

1920.

L. N. â€” LEHMANN-NITSCHE.

LEHMANN-NITSCHE, ROBERT. El grupo lingÃ¼istico Tshon.

(R. M. P. 1914.) [Comparative lists of words chiefly

on a Spanish basis.]

LERY, JEAN DE. Histoire d'un voyage faict en la Terre

du BrÃ©sil. 2 Vol. (GAFFAREL'S edition.) Paris 1880.

[Fr.l

LISTA, RAMON. Viaje al Pais de los Onas. Buenos Aires

1887. [Chiefly Sp.]

MACHONI DE CERDENA, ANTONIO. Arte y vocabulario de

la Lengua Lule y TonocotÃ©. Madrid 1877 (First edition

1732.) [Sp. Ph.]
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MAGALHÃ€ES, CoÐ¸Ñ‚Ð¾ DE. Viagem ao Araguaya. S. Paulo

1902. [Port.]

MAGALHAES, PERO DE. Tratado da Terra do Brazil. (N.

H. G. Vol. IV. Lisboa 1826.)

MAGIO, P. ANTONIO. Arte de la lengua de los Indios Bau-

res. (Published by ADAM and LECLERC, B. L. A. i88o.)

[Sp.]

MARBAN, PEDRO. Arte de la lengua ÐœÐ¾Ñ…Ð°. Leipzig 1894.

(Platzmann's edition.) (First edition. Lima 1702.) [Sp.]

MARKHAM. (See GARCILASSO DE LA VEGA.)

(1) MARCOY, PAUL. Le Tour du Monde T. 9. [Sp.]

(2) - - Le Tour du Monde. T. 1o. [Sp.]

(3) â€” Le Tour du Monde. T. 14. [Sp.]

(4) --Le Tour du Monde. T. 16. [Port.]

M. â€” MARTIUS.

MARTIUS, CARL FRIEDRICH. BeitrÃ¤ge zur Ethnographie

und Sprachenkunde Amerikas zumal Brasiliens. Vol.

iâ€”2. Leipzig 1867. [On different bases.]

MATHEWS, EDWARD D. Up the Amazon and Madeira Rivers.

London 1879. [Sp.]

MEDINA, JOSÃ‰ TORIBIO. El Veneciano Sebastian Caboto al

servicio de EspaÃ±a. Vol. iâ€”2. Santiago de Chile

1908.

(1) MIDDENDORF, E. W. WÃ¶rterbuch des Runa Simi oder

der Keshua-Sprache. (Die einheimischen Sprachen

Perus. T. 2.) Leipzig 1890. [Words quoted here are

all on Spanish basis.]

(2) â€” Das Muchik. (Die einheimischen Sprachen Perus.

Bd VI.) Leipzig 1892. [G. Ph.]

Â«: as the Swabians pronounce au in G. gawl.

ch = German tj.

j: nearly as German 7.

(MissSo SALESIANA). Elementos de grammatica e diccio-

nario da lingua dos borÃ³ros-coroados de Matto-Grosso.

Cuiaba 1908. [Port. Ph. Ð¾ â€” guttural Ð¾.]
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MOLINA, GIOVANNI IGNAZIO. Saggio sulla storia civile del

Chili. Bologna 1787.

MONTES, ENRIQUE. See MEDINA. Vol. i. p. 437.

MONTESINOS, FERNANDO. Memorias antiguas historiales

del Pern. (Hakluyt Society. Second series. No.

XL VIII). London 1920.

MONTOYA, ANTONIO Ruiz DE. Bocabulario de la lengua

Guarani. 2 Volumes. (Platzmann's edition.) Leipzig

1876. [Sp. Ph.; ~ nasalized vowel; â€”guttural, strongly

stressed; y nazalised guttural, strongly stressed.]

MORI, JUAN DE. Carta de JUAN DE MORI a un amigo suyo

de Sevilla que fuÃ© .con MAGALLANES. (1535) (A. H.

M. C. Vol. VII.) Santiago 1881.

MUSTERS, GEORGE CHAWORTH. At home with the Patago-

nians. Second Edition. London 1873. [Chiefly Eng.]

NAVARRETE. MARTIN FERNANDEZ DE. Coleccion de los

viajes y descubrimientos. T. I, II. (Segunda Edi-

cion.) Madrid 1858, 1859. T. III. Madrid 1829. T.

IV, V. Madrid 1837.

Navegaguo do CapitÃ¢o PEDRO ALVARES CABRAL escrita por

hum Piloto Portuguez. (N. H. G. Lisboa 1812.)

N. U. â€” NIMUENDAJÃš-UNKEL.

(i) NIMUENDAJÃš-UNKEL, CURT. Vocabular und Sagen der

CrengÃªz-Indianer (TajÃ©). (Z. f. E. 1914.) [Ph.]

x â€” ch in German ach.

Ñ• â€” ts.

k â€” hard to distinguish from g.

y = very guttural Ð¸.

i = German tsch.

e = guttural Ð¾.

(z) â€” Vocabularios da Lingua Gerai do Brazil. (Z. f. E.

1914). [Chiefly Port.]

(3) â€” Vocabular der Pariri-Sprache. (Z. f. E. 1914.) [Ph.]

(4) â€” Vocabulare der Timbiras von MaranhÃ¤o und Para.

(Z. f. E. 1915.) [Ph. See N. U. (i)].
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NINO, BERNARDINO DE. Etnografia Chiriguana. La Paz

1912. [Sp.]

N. â€¢â€” ER LAND NORDENSKIÃ–LD. [Sp. Ph.]

*â€¢ = English s/i.

Ñ• = French Ñ• in pÃ¨re.

w = English w in water.

Ñ• = Spanish ch.

* = between e and i.

(1) NORDENSKIÃ–LD, ERLAND. An Ethnogeographical Ana-

lysis of Two Indian Tribes in the Gran Chaco. GÃ¶te-

borg 1919. (Comparative ethnographical studies I.).

(2) â€” The Changes in the Material Culture of Two Indian

Tribes under the Influence of New Surroundings. GÃ¶-

teborg 1920. (Comparative ethnographical studies 2.)

(3) â€” The Guarani Invasion of the Inca Empire in the Six-

teenth Century: An Historical Indian Migration. (The

Geographical Review. Vol. IV. New York 1917.)

NORDENSKJÃ–LD, OTTO. Algunos datos sobre la parte austral

del continente Sud-Americano. (Extrait des Actes de

la SociÃ©tÃ© Scientifique du Chili. T. VII. Santiago

1897.) [Sp.]

NORONHA TORREGÃ„O, ALBERTO DE. Vocabularo Puri. (R.

T. 1889.) (KISSENBERTH 2) [Port.]

NÃšÃ‘EZ CABEZA DE VACA, ALVAR. RelaciÃ³n de los naufra-

gios y comentarios, Madrid 1906. (ColecciÃ³n de lib-

ros y documentos referentes a la historia de AmÃ©rica.

T. V-VI.)

OLIVEIRA, FELICIANO DE. Cherente Vocabulary. (C. A.

London 1913.) [Port. Ph.]

(1) ORAMAS, Luis, R. ContribuciÃ³n al estudio de los dia-

lectos Puinabe y Maquiritare. (Gazeta de los Museos

Nacionales. T. 1. Caracas 1912.) [Sp.]

(2) â€” ContribuciÃ³n al estudio de la lengua guajira

(Gaceta de los Museos Nacionales T. I.-II Caracas

1913.) [Sp.]
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(3) â€” GramÃ¡tica, Diccionario y Catecismo de la Lengua

SÃ¡liba. (Gaceta de los Museos Nacionales. T. II. Ca-

racas 1914.) [Sp.].

ORTIGUERA, TORIBIO, DE. Jornada del Rio MaraÃ±on. Madrid

1909. (Nueva biblioteca de autores espaÃ±oles. Vol. 15.)

OSA, BARTOLOMÃ‰ Manuscript copied by the author in

Cavinas. (Bolivia). [Sp.]

(1) OUTES, FELIX, F. Vocabularios inÃ©ditos del PatagÃ³n

antiguo. (De la Revista de la Universidad de Buenos-

Aires. T. XXI. Buenos Aires 1913.) [Sp.].

(2) â€” Dialecto Pehuenche. (De la Revista de la Universi-

dad de Buenos-Aires, Tomo XXV. Buenos-Aires 1914.)

[Sp.]

OVIEDO Y VALDÃ‰S, GONZALO FERNANDEZ DE. Historia ge-

neral y natural de las Indias. Madrid 1851â€”55.

(PANE, RAMON) Columbus, Ramon Pane and the Begin-

nings of American Anthropology by EDWARD GAYLORD

BOURNE. (Proceedings of the American Antiquarian

Society, Worcester 1906.)

PARIS, JULIO. Ensayo de gramatica de la lengua quichua.

Quito 1892. [Sp. Ph.]

PASTELLS, PABLO Historia de la compaÃ±ia de JesÃºs. Vol.

I. Madrid 1912.

PAYER, RICHARD. Reisen im Jauapiry-Gebiet. (Peter-

manns Mitteilungen 1906.) [G.]

PEREZ DE GUEVARA, JUAN. Carta Ã¡ Gonzalo Pizarro sobre

una Jornada de Rupa-Rupa. (Relaciones geogrÃ¡ficas

de Indias. Vol. IV, p. XX. Madrid 1897.)

PIGAFETTA, ANTONIO. Primo Viaggio intorno al Globo Ter-

racqueo. Milano 1800.

PELLESCHI, JUAN. Los Indios Matacos y su lengua. (B.

I. G. A. 1897.) [Sp.]

PINOCHET, ALEJANDRO CANAS. Estudios de la lengua Ve-

liche. (Volumen XI de los Trabajos del Cuarto Con-

greso Cientifico (i.Â° Pan Americano) Santiago de Chile

1911.) [Sp.]
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PiTTiER DK FÃ•BREGA, HENRY. Ethnographic and Linguis-

tic Notes on the Paez Indians of Tierra Adentro, Cauca,

Colombia. (Memoirs of the American Anthropological

Association. Vol. I. Lancaster 1907.) [Ph].

PALOMINO, DIEGO. Relacion de las provincias que hay en

la conquista del Chuquimayo que yo el Capitan Diego

Palomino tengo por Su Magestad y por el muy Ilustre

SeÃ±or Pedro Gasca, presidente de la Audiencia Real

destos reynos del PerÃº por su Magestad. (Relaciones

geogrÃ¡ficas de Indias T. IV. Madrid 1897.)

RAMÃ•REZ, Luis. (See MEDINA. Vol. I. p. 442.)

REINHARDT, L. Kulturgeschichte der Nutzpflanzen. (Die

Erde und die Kultur. Vol. IV.) MÃ¼nchen 1911.

RESTIVO, PAULO. Vocabulario de la lengua Guarani. Stutt-

gardiae 1893. (Seybold's edition.) [Sp. Ph. See Ruiz

DE MONTOYA.]

RIBERA, HERNANDO DE. See NUNEZ CABEZA DE VACA.

(1) R. = RIVET, with collaborators. These are for the most

part comparative studies of the material collected by

D'ORBIGNY and other explorers. Much of the mate-

rial is given in Sp. phonology. As far as possible they

use a phonetic transcription, with key-words, e. g.;

Ñ• = Ã© in the French word pitiÃ©.

e = French eu in feu.

Ñ• = ai in the French word maz'son.

Ð¸ = French Â«.

Ã = Â» ch.

Ð´ = Spanisch ch.

X= Â» /â€¢

* = trilled r.

(2) BEUCHAT, H. et RIVET, P. Contribution Ã

l'Ã©tude des

langues Colorado et Cayapa. (J. S. A. P. 1907.)

(3) â€¢ La famille linguistique Zaparo. (J. S. A. P. 1908).

(4) --La famille linguistique Cahuapana. (Z. f. E. 1909.)

(5) â€” La langue Jibaro ou Siwora. (Anthropos 1909â€”

1910.)

(4) â€” AffinitÃ©s des langues du sud de la Colombie et du
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nord de l'Equateur. (MusÃ©on. Louvain 1910.)

{7) RIVET, P. Les langues guaranies du Haut-Amazone.

(J. S. A. P. 1910.)

(8) â€” Sur quelques dialectes Panos peu connus. (J. S. A.

P. 1910.)

(9) BEUCHAT, H. et RIVET, P. La famille Betoya ou Tu-

cano. (M. S. L. P. Paris 1911.)

(10) RIVET, P. La famille linguistique Peba. (J. S. A. P.

Paris 1911.)

(n) â€” AffinitÃ©s du MirÃ¡nya. (J. S. A. P. 1911.)

<i2) â€” AffinitÃ©s du Tikuna. (J. S. A. P. 1912.)

(13) â€” Les familles linguistiques du nord-ouest de AmÃ©ri-

que du Sud. (Extrait de Â»l'AnnÃ©e Linguistique. Pa-

ris 1912.)

{14) CRÃ‰QUI-MONTFORT, G. DE et RIVET, P. Linguistique

Bolivienne. Le Groupe OtukÃ¨. (J. S. A. P. 1912.)

(15) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La langue Lapacu ou

Apolista. (Z. f. E. 1913.)

(16) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La langue Kayuvava.

(International Journal of American Linguistics. Vol.

1. Paris.)

(17) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La famille linguistique

Capakura. (J. S. A. P. 1913.)

(18) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La langue Saraveca. (J.

S. A. P. 1913.)

(19) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. Les dialectes Pano de

Bolivie. (MusÃ©on 1913.)

(20) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La langue Kanicana.

(M. S. L. P. 1913.)

(21) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La langue Mobima. (J.

S. A. P. 1914.)

(22) â€” Linguistique Bolivienne. La langue Itonama. (M.

S. L. P. 1916.)

(23) RIVET, P. AffinitÃ©s du SÃ¡liba et du PiarÃ³a. (J. S. A.

P. 1920.)
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(24) RIVET, P. et TASTEVIN, C. AffinitÃ©s du MakÃº et du

PuinÃ¡ve. (J. S. A. P. 1920.)

(25) RIVET, P. et REINBURG, P. Les Indiens Mara wan.

(J. S. A. P. 1921.)

(26) RIVET, P. Nouvelle contributions a l'Ã©tude de la lan-

gue des Itonama. (J. S. A. P. 1921.)

(27) â€” Letter from.

(1) (ROBLEDO, JORGE). Relacion del Viaje del Capitan

JORGE ROBLEDO Ã¡ las provincias de Ancerma y Quim-

baya. (12 de Octubre de 1540.) (ColecciÃ³n de Documen-

tor inÃ©ditos. Vol. 2. Madrid 1864.)

(2) â€” Relacion del descubrimiento de las provincias de

Antiochia por Jorge Robledo. (ColecciÃ³n de Documen-

tor inÃ©ditos. Vol. 2. Madrid 1864.)

[ROCHEFORT]. Histoire naturelle et morales des Iles Antil-

les de l'Amerique. Rotterdam 1658. [Fr.]

ROTH, W. Letter from.

ROMANO, SANTIAGO Y CATTUNAR, HERMAN. Diccionario

Chiriguano-Espanol y EspaÃ±ol-Chiriguano. Taiija 1916.

[Sp.]

RONCAGLI, G. Da Punta Arenas a Santa Cruz. (Bollettino

delia SocietÃ

Geografica Italiana. Ser. II. Vol. IX.

Roma 1884.) [Chiefly Ital.]

RONDON, CANDIDO MARIANO DA SILVA. Ethnographia.

(CommissÃ

o de Linhas Telegraphicas Estrategicas da

Matto Grosso ao Amazonas. Annexo N. 5.) Rio de

Janeiro. [Port.]

RoQUETTE-PiNTo, E. Rondonia. (Archivos do Musen

Nacional. Rio de Janeiro 1917.) [Chiefly Port.]

RUDOLPH, BRUNO. WÃ¶rterbuch der Botokudensprache

Hamburg 1909. [G.]

Ruiz BLANCO, M. Arte y tesoro de la Lengua Cumanago-

ta. (Platzmann's edition.) Leipzig 1888. [Sp.]

Ruiz DE MONTOYA. See MONTOYA.
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SÃ„ENZ, NICOLAS. Abhandlung Ã¼ber einige YolkstÃ¤mme in

dem Territorium von San Martin. Vereinigte Staaten

von Columbia. (SÃ¼damerika) (Z. f. E. 1876.) [Sp.]

SALA, GABRIEL. Diccionario, GramÃ¡tica y Catecismo Cas-

tellano, Inga, Amueixa y Campa. (Boletin de la Socie-

dad GeogrÃ¡fica de Lima 1905â€”1906.) [Sp.].

(SALCAMAYGUA). DON JOAN DE SANTACRUZ PACHACUTI

YAMQUI. Relacion de antigÃ¼edades deste Reyno del

PirÃº. (Tres relaciones de antigÃ¼edades peruanas. Ma-

drid 1879.)

SALINAS LOYOLA JOAN DE. Relaciones geogrÃ¡ficas de In-

dias. Vol. IV, p. LXV.

SAMPAIO, THEODORO. Os KraÃ´s do Rio Preto no Estado

da Bahia. (R. T. 1913.) [Port.]

SARMIENTO DE GAMBOA, PEDRO. Geschichte des Inkareiches.

(Abhandlungen der KÃ¶niglichen Gesellschaft der Wissen-

schaften zu GÃ¶ttingen. Philologisch-Historische Klas-

se. Neue Folge. Bd VI. Berlin 1906.) (Published by

RICHARD PIETSCHMANN).

SCIIMID, THEOPHILUS. Vocabulary und rudiments of gram-

mar of the Tsoneca Language. (C. A. Buenos-Aires

1912.) [Eng. Ph.)

SCHMIDEL, ULRICH. Reise nach SÃ¼d-Amerika in den Jahren

1534 bis 1554. (Langmantel's edition.) TÃ¼bingen 1889.

M. S. = MAX SCHMIDT. [Ph; z = French j\

(1) SCHMIDT, MAX. GuanÃ¡. (Z. f. E. 1903.)

(2) â€” Indianerstudien in Zentralbrasilien. Berlin 1905.

(3) â€” Die Paressi-KabiSi. (Baessler-Afchiv 1914.)

SCHOMBURGK, RICHARD. Reisen in Britisch-Guiana. Leip-

zig 1847â€”1848. [G.]

SELER, E. Notizen Ã¼ber die Sprache der Colorados von

Ecuador. Gesammelte Abhandlungen T. I. 1. Berlin

1902. [Sp.]

SIMSON, H. Travels in the Wilds of Ecuador. London

1886. [Sp.]
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SNETHLAGE, EMILIA. Vocabulario comparativo dos indios

Chipaya e CuruahÃ©. (Boletim do Museu Goeldi. Vol.

VII. Para 1913.) [Chiefly Port.]

SOARES DE SOUZA, GABRIEL. Tratado descriptivo do Bra-

zil en 1587. (R. T. 1851.)

STEERE, JOSEPH BEAL. Narrative of a visit to Indian tri-

bes of the Purus River, Brazil. (From the Report of

the United States National Museum for 1901. Washing-

ton 1903.) [Eng.]

(1) (STEGELMANN, FELIX.) Die Indianer des Rio Envira.

(G. 1903.) [Mixed G. and Sp.]

(2) â€” Manuscript. (Belongs to KARL v. D. STEINEN.)

STEINBACH, JOSE. Vocabulario GuaraÃ±oca. Manuscript.

(Belongs to KARL v. D. STEINEN.)

ST. â€” KARL v. D. STEINEN.

(1) STEINEN, KARL VON DEN. Durch Central-BrasiliÃªn.

Leipzig 1886. [Ph.]

(2) â€” Die Bakam-Sprache. Leipzig 1892. [Ph.]

(3) â€” Unter den NaturvÃ¶lkern Central-Brasiliens. Berlin

1894. [Ph.]

(4) â€¢â€” Die Schamakoko-Indianer. (G. 1895.)

(5) â€” Diccionario Sipibo. Berlin 1904. [Sp.]

(6) â€” letter from.

STRADELLI, E. Nell' Alto Orenoco. (Estratto dal Bollettino

della Societa Geografica Italiana, Agosto-Settem.

Roma 1888.) [Sp. Ital.]

TAPIA, DIEGO de. Confessonario mas breve en Lengua

Cumanagota. (Platzmann's edition.) Leipz. 1888. [Sp.]

TATEVIN, C. (TASTEVIN) La langue TapÃ¯hÃ¯ya. (Schriften

der Sprachenkommision. Vol. 2. Kaiserliche Aka-

demie der Wissenschaften. Wien 1910.) [Fr. Ph.]

(1) TAUNAY, ALFREDO D'ESCRAGNOLLE. Scenas de Via-

gem. Rio de Janeiro 1868. [Port.]

(2) â€” Vocabulario do dialecto Kaingang (Coroados de Gua-

rapoavaâ€”Provincia do ParanÃ¡.) (R. D M. P. 1918.)

[Port.]
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(Ð·) â€” Vocabulario do dialecto Caingang. (Suppl. to Vol.

LI of R. T. 1888.) [Port.]

TAUSTE, FR. DE. Arte, bocabulario, doctrina Christiana

y catecismo de la Lengua de Cumana. (Platzmann's

edition) Leipzig 1888. [Sp.]

T. A. â€” TA VERA-ACOSTA.

(1) TA VERA-ACOSTA, B. En el Sur. Ciudad Bolivar 1907.

[Sp; sh as in English.]

(2) â€” Nuevos vocabularios de dialectos indigenas de Vene-

zuela. (J. A. S. P. 1921.) [Chiefly Sp.]

TAVOLINI. See LAFONE QUEVEDO 5.

THEVET, ANDRÃ‰. Les singularitÃ©s de la France antarc-

tique. Paris 1878. (Nouvelle Ã©dition.)

THOMAS, F. DOMINGO, DE. Lexicon, o vocabulario de la

lengua general del Perv, cÃ¶puesto por el maestro. . . .

de la orden de S. Domingo. Valladolid 1560. [Sp.]

THULIN, OTTO. Manuscript. [Chiefly Sp.]

THURN, EVERARD F. IM. Among the Indians of Guiana.

London 1883.

TORRES, RUBIO, DIEGO DE. Arte y Vocabulario de la len-

gua Quichua. Lima 1754. [Sp.] *

TsHUDÃ, J. J., VON. Culturhistorische und sprachliche Bei-

trÃ¤ge zur Kenntniss des alten PerÃº. (Denkschriften

der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien.

Philosophisch-Historische Classe. WTien 1891).

(1) URICOECHEA, E. Lengua Chibcha. (C. L. Paris 1871.)

[Sp. with notes.]

(2) â€” Vocabulario PÃ¡ez-Castellano. (Ð¡. L- 1877.) [Sp.

with notes.]

W. L. â€” See LEHMANN, WALTER.

VAAS DE CAMINHA, PEDRO. Carta de. . . (N. H. G. Vol. 4.

Lisboa 1826.) (Written 1500.)

VAÃ•SSE, EMILIO, F., HOYOS, FÃ‰LIX 2Â°., ECHEVERRÃ•A i REY-

ES, ANÃ•BAL. Glosario de la Lengua AtacameÃ±a. (Anales

de la Universidad de Chile. Vol. XCI. Santiago 1896).

[Sp.]
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VALDIVIA, LUYZ DE. Arte vocabulario y confesionario de

la Lengua de Chile. (Platzmann's edition.) Leipzig

1887. [Sp.]

VALDIVIA PEDRO DE. Coleccion de documentos inÃ©ditos.

T. IV. Madrid 1865.

WALLACE, ALFRED, R. Narrative of Travels on the Ama-

zon and Rio Negro. London 1853. [Eng.]

VATER'S NACHLASS. Coll. linguistica, quart 7. Staatl. Bib-

liothek. Berlin. [Port.]

VEHEDOR, ALONSO. RelaciÃ³n de. . . (A. H. M. C. Vol. V.

Santiago 1879.)

WHIFFEN, THOMAS. The North-West Amazons. London,

1915. [Vowels as in Italian, and consonants as in Eng-

lish.]

VIGNAUD, HENRY. Americ Vespuce. Paris 1917.

VILLAVICENCIO, MANUEL. Geografia de la RepÃºblica del

Ecuador. New York 1858.

VOGT, FR. Die Indianer des obern Parana. (M. A. G. W.

1904.) [Sp. Ph.]

YANGUES, MANUEL, DE. Principios y reglas de la Lengua

Cummanagota. Con un Diccionario publ. de nuevo p.

J. PLATZMANN. Leipzig. 1888. [Sp.]

YVES d' EVREUX. Voyage dans le nord du Bresil fait du-

rant les annÃ©es 1613 et 1614. Leipzig & Paris 1864.

(Edited by FERDINAND DENIS.) [Fr.]
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